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Lydia D. Alder, The Holy Land, (Salt Lake City: Deseret News, 1912): iii.

ABSTRACT

LYDIA DUNFORD ALDER:
THE LIFE OF THE MORMON POET, SUFFRAGIST, AND MISSIONARY

Sarah Kate Johnson Stanley
English Department
Bachelor of Arts

This thesis examines the life of Lydia Dunford Alder (1846–1923), who was a
prominent but now nearly forgotten early Mormon writer, women’s rights activist,
missionary, and leader of various women’s clubs. A respected member of the latenineteenth– and early-twentieth-century Salt Lake City, Utah, community, Alder was the
colleague and friend of various distinguished Mormon leaders. While these leaders have
been studied in-depth by scholars, Alder’s similar achievements have never been
examined in scholarship. As the first comprehensive biography ever written on Alder,
this thesis explores her birth in England (1846), her immigration to the United States
(1850), her return to England, her second immigration to the United States (1853), her
migration to Utah and California (1854–1856), her migration and life to St. Louis (1856–
1867), and her final migration to Utah (1867). Categorically, this thesis also explores
Alder’s marriage (1864–1898), her children and her relationships with her children, her
service to the Mormon Church, her proselyting mission to England (1899–1901), her
poems, her prose writings, her suffrage work, her volunteer service for various clubs, her

death, and her legacy. As a whole, this thesis seeks to put Alder’s life in historical and
cultural context in order to both prove that Alder’s life is worth studying and provide
scholars a basis for future study of Alder’s life, her literature, and her volunteer work in
her Salt Lake City community.
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Though the author’s work was done;
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Introduction
Lydia Dunford Alder (1846–1923) was a prominent but now nearly forgotten
early-Mormon writer, women’s rights activist, missionary, and leader of various
women’s clubs. She was a respected member of the late-nineteenth– and early-twentiethcentury Salt Lake City, Utah, community, especially the community of women. She was
the friend and colleague of such notable women as Eliza R. Snow, the second general
president of the Relief Society and Utah’s poetess; Emmeline B. Wells, the editor of the
Woman’s Exponent, a leading Mormon-woman’s periodical that ran from 1872 until
1914; Zina D. H. Young, the third general president of the Relief Society; Hannah T.
King, a distinguished Utah poet; and Ellis Reynolds Shipp, the first female doctor in
Utah.2 As a prolific writer, Alder wrote over seventy poems and various prose pieces for
the Woman’s Exponent and other periodicals, and she published a popular book on the
Middle East entitled The Holy Land. For over thirty years, Alder fought for suffrage and
women’s rights, attending and speaking at International Councils of Women and serving
as vice president and president of the Territorial Suffrage Association of the Women of
Utah. Deeply involved in both her religion and community, she became one of the first
female missionaries assigned to preach for the Mormon Church and served in leadership
roles in various women’s clubs in Salt Lake City.
Even though scholars of Mormonism have studied her peers in depth, no one has
heretofore assembled the ample primary sources about her life to write a thorough
biography. Indeed, the few secondary biographical sources available often contradict
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The Relief Society is the woman’s organization in the Mormon Church. Each Mormon congregation,
called a ward, houses a local chapter of the Relief Society.

primary sources about Alder’s life. For example, if she immigrated to America in 1850,
as was noted in a bullet-point summary of her life in The First Fifty Years of Relief
Society, then why was she in the 1851 English Census?3 If she migrated to the Salt Lake
Valley in 1867, then why did she write an article in the Improvement Era about her 1854
migration to Salt Lake City?4
No scholarly article or book goes into any depth about Alder’s literature or life,
even though she was featured just as prominently in the Woman’s Exponent and other
periodicals as her well-studied peers.5 Despite her social prestige while alive and her
accomplishments in literature, the suffrage movement, missionary work, and women’s
clubs—popular topics of study by scholars of Western American literature, culture, and
Mormonism—she has been largely forgotten by scholars. She merits study because her
literature, activism, and missionary work are all groundbreaking in some way and all add
to the cultural understanding of early Mormon women. This biography hopes to
accomplish three tasks: render Alder’s life accurately to the fullest extent of available
information, prove to scholars that Alder’s life and literature are worth studying, and
become the preeminent source on Alder’s life and literature.
Conducting this biographical research revealed that there are still gaps in the
information, but the seeming contradictions about Alder’s life are for the most part
answered. Many questions about Alder’s early life were answered by Reminiscences and
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“Lydia Dunford Alder,” The First Fifty Years of Relief Society, accessed May 3, 2018.
https://www.churchhistorianspress.org/the-first-fifty-years-of-relief-society/people/lydia-dunfordalder?letter=a&lang=eng; “1851 Trowbridge, Wiltshire, England Census” (database, Ancestry),
https://www.ancestry.com/interactive/8860/NTTHO107_1840_18400578?pid=16946460&backurl=https://search.
4
“Lydia Dunford Alder,” The First Fifty Years; Lydia D. Alder, “Reminiscences of the Pioneers of 1854,”
Improvement Era, July 1908, 708–13.
5
Of the dozens of scholarly articles and books read looking for information on Alder, only three mention
her at all, and they only mention her in passing.
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Journal, 1879–1890 by George Dunford, Alder’s father.6 Very little exists besides
George Dunford’s reminiscences to document Alder’s early life. Thus, much of the first
half of this biography recounts specific instances about George or general information
about the Dunford family, not explicit information about Alder. However, the
reminiscences still show what Alder generally did during her childhood, even if they do
not detail the particulars.
Alder’s adult life was less easily compiled into a clear narrative; information
came in spurts from sources like Alder’s poems, her occasional personal writing,
periodicals, meeting minutes, and government and religious documents. As such, Alder’s
biography is split into two parts. The first part comprises her early life from birth until
1867, when she was twenty-one, and easily runs as a chronological narrative due to both
George Dunford’s reminiscences and the frequent movement of the Dunford family
during this time. The second part consists of her adult life in Salt Lake City from 1867
until her death in 1923. In order to provide accessible information about Alder’s various
interests, this second part is divided into categories—marriage, children, church service
and missionary work, writings, suffrage work, clubs and organizations, and death and
legacy—rather than chronology. These categories are partially chronological, however,
because the subsections are ordered chronologically by the year Alder started being
involved in that category and partial chronological order is maintained within the
sections. 7
6

Because this biography references this source so frequently, Dunford’s reminiscences will be
subsequently referred to parenthetically by page number instead of cited in the footnotes; George Dunford,
Reminiscences and Journal, 1879–1890, (microfilm, LDS Church History Library, call number: MS 1722).
7
One should note that Alder will be called Lydia in the biography because there are several Alders
mentioned, and calling her Lydia prevents confusion. In line with calling Alder “Lydia,” all other people
will also be called by their first name. Furthermore, although Alder was married and had two children
before 1867, the vast majority of her marriage and child-rearing years occurred while she lived in Salt Lake
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Early Life
Like 75% of Mormons who called Salt Lake City home in the late 1800s, Lydia
was born in Great Britain and later immigrated to the Salt Lake Valley.8 Also relatively
typical of early Mormon immigrants was Lydia’s temporary residence in St. Louis,
Missouri, before moving to Salt Lake City, and her temporary residence in California
after that move. However, Lydia’s early life is unique for a Mormon immigrant for
several reasons. Although her father converted to Mormonism when Lydia was one year
old and moved the entire family to the United States when Lydia was just four years old,
she did not settle in Salt Lake City until she was twenty-one. This gap between
immigration to the United States and settlement in what Latter-day Saints (Mormons) call
“Zion” is due to multiple migrations. She emigrated from England to the United States
twice and from St. Louis to Utah twice. Her rare situation makes Lydia a double
pioneer—migrating once entirely by wagon and once partially by train.

Life in England, 1846–1850
Lydia Dunford Alder was the firstborn of ten children to George Dunford and
Sarah Jones.9 She was born on July 2, 1846, in Trowbridge, Wiltshire, England, a small
town west of London.10 Lydia’s parents were also born in Trowbridge, which was a

City. For this reason, subsections on marriage and family are included in her “Adult Life” section instead of
her “Early Life” section.
8
“The Convert Immigrants,” Church History, August 1, 2013, https://history.lds.org/article/pioneer-storythe-convert-immigrants-?lang=eng.
9
“Dunford Family 1851 Census,” (database, Ancestry, Class: HO107, Piece: 1840, Folio: 581, Page: 16,
GSU roll: 220987, 2005) http://search.ancestry.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?indiv=try&db=uki1851&h=16946460;
“England and Wales Birth Registration Index, 1837–2008,” (database, FamilySearch, 2014),
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:26R3-5W2; “Lydia Dunford Alder,” The First Fifty Years; “Lydia
Dunford Alder,” (database, Find A Grave Index, 2013) https://www.findagrave.com/cgibin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=116003022; “Record of Lydia Dunford,” (database, Family Search),
https://www.familysearch.org/tree/person/KWJ7-YJT/details.
10
“Record of Lydia Dunford.”
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thriving textile hub in the mid-1800s.11 One of the lower-paying jobs in the textile
business was weaving, the occupation of Lydia’s parents (Dunford 1890, 22). George and
Sarah came from a long line of weavers; both their parents and great grandparents were
weavers in Trowbridge (22). By the end of the 1850s, most weavers worked in factories
on large power looms, mechanized looms that reduced weaving time (and consequently
clothing prices), although some weavers during George’s time rented smaller looms from
rich clothiers to work in their own homes.12 George and Sarah were part of the smaller
percentage who wove at home (22). Weavers typically faced economic difficulties. Most
weavers like George were paid by the number of pieces that they could make, and they
could often earn more in the summer than in the winter because they had more daylight
hours to work. Economic downturns further exacerbated the unsteadiness of weavers’
incomes. For example, the large depression from 1836 to 1842 caused prices of clothes to
drop tremendously and lowered the number of workers that were needed.13 Although
George writes that his family was “as comfortable as a family need to be,” weaving left
him financially uncertain (23).
However, there was one thing of which George was certain—the truth of the
Mormon Church. Mormon missionaries first came to Trowbridge in November 1844, and
the first new member, George Halliday, was baptized on November 10 of that same
year.14 Mormonism spread relatively quickly, enough for the townspeople, local
authorities, and the Church of England to grow worried by the new religion’s presence.
11

“Record of George Dunford,” (database, Family Search), https://www.familysearch.org/
tree/person/details/KWJD-N74?1=1&spouse=KWJN-89M; “Record of Sarah Jones,” (database, Family
Search), https://www.familysearch.org/tree/person/details/KWJN-89M?1=1&spouse=KWJD-N74.
12
Ken Rogers, “Warp and Weft,” (private article, Trowbridge Museum), 7.
13
Rogers, 9.
14
J. R. Goddard, “The Mormon Church in Steeple Ashton and District,” (private article, Trowbridge
Museum, received June 29, 2017), 34.
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By the end of 1845, mobs had started pelting church members with stones and eggs, and
civil leaders had directed the town band to play loudly outside of members’ homes during
church meetings.15 Mormonism continued to spread despite the persecution, and George
was introduced to the religion just two years after missionaries brought it to Trowbridge
(22). George writes, “I was convinced of the Truth of the gospel at the first time I heard
the Elders preech [sic]. . . . my whole nature and life seemed to be changed” (23). On
October 31, 1847, when Lydia was just a little older than one, George Dunford was
baptized into Mormonism.16 He was established as a member of the faith in a process
called confirmation on November 3, 1847.17 It seems as if Sarah was not as keen on the
religion as she did not get baptized until 1875.18 However, at least one of George’s
siblings also converted, Isaac Dunford, who was baptized on August 3, 1848.19
After George’s baptism, he helped the Church grow in the area through local
missionary work. Through his and others’ efforts, nine Mormon congregations near
Trowbridge were registered from 1845 to 1850.20 George’s active involvement with the
Church did not go unnoticed by the townspeople. Mobs often tried to prevent George and
other members from meeting together, and one time, a mob tried to knock down the
Dunfords’ front door (25). This persecution, combined with George’s belief that “in the

15

Goddard, 35.
“Ordinances of George Dunford,” (database, Family Search), https://www.familysearch.org/tree/person/
ordinances/KWJD-N74.
17
“Ordinances of George Dunford.”
18
“Ordinances of Sarah Jones,” (database, Family Search), https://www.familysearch.org/tree/person/
ordinances/KWJN-89M.
19
“Ordinances of Isaac Dunford,” (database, Family Search), https://www.familysearch.org/tree/person/
ordinances/KWJZ-42K.
20
As a non-conformist group, the Mormon congregations in the Trowbridge area had to register themselves
with either the Quarter Sessions (local courts) or the Church of England. This information on registration
comes from personal research conducted at the Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre located in
Chippenham, England; Goddard, 34; and an email correspondence on June 29, 2017 with Margaret Moles,
an archivist at the Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre.
16
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Latter-days . . . [the Lord] would gather all things in Christ Jesus,” led George to gather
with the “saints” in Salt Lake City (26).

The First Immigration, 1850
On January 10, 1850, George and Sarah, along with Lydia and her six-month-old
brother, George Henry, boarded the Argo from Liverpool.21 Besides the Dunfords, the
Argo carried 398 other Mormon immigrants.22 The journey was incident-free, and the
Argo arrived safely in New Orleans on March 11, 1850.23 From there, the family took the
steamer, John Simonds, twelve hundred miles to St. Louis (26).
St. Louis was the perfect place for the Dunfords to stop before heading to Salt
Lake City. According to a 1949 St. Louis Post-Dispatch article, St. Louis “was the only
town in the Middle West large enough to give the Saints some degree of anonymity,
cosmopolitan enough to be tolerant of the new and strange religion and prosperous
enough to provide work for newcomers.”24 For Mormons in the 1850s, the tolerant and
progressive St. Louis served two purposes—it was both “a city of refuge and . . . an
emigrant center.”25 Lydia and her family used St. Louis for both purposes, escaping the
persecution they faced in England and earning desperately needed money for their
journey to Salt Lake City.
The Dunfords arrived in St. Louis healthy but destitute; George had only five
dollars to his name (26). To pay for travel to Salt Lake City, he sought out work, but

21

“Liverpool to New Orleans, 10 Jan 1850–11 Mar 1850,” Mormon Migration, accessed May 3, 2018.
https://mormonmigration.lib.byu.edu/mii/voyage/26?query=george+Dunford&dateTo=&voyage=on&nethe
rlands=on&passenger=on&scandinavia=on&sweden=on&mii=on&europe=on&account=on&dateFrom=.
22
“Liverpool to New Orleans, 10 Jan 1850–11 Mar 1850.”
23
“Liverpool to New Orleans, 10 Jan 1850–11 Mar 1850.”
24
Quoted in Stanley B. Kimball, “The Saints and St. Louis, 1831–1857: An Oasis of Tolerance and
Security,” BYU Studies Quarterly 13, no. 4 (1973): 490.
25
Kimball, “The Saints and St. Louis,” 490.
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because St. Louis lacked a textile industry, the only work that George could find was
from a builder who hired George to tear down buildings and clean the bricks (27).
However, he was ill-suited for such work as he was of a slight build and was
unaccustomed to hard labor. The physical toll of his job combined with the dirty St.
Louis air made George chronically ill. Nevertheless, he continued working to provide for
his wife and two small children. He also wanted to earn money quickly, so that he could
migrate to Utah within a year. He worked relentlessly, and the builder kept him employed
until they finished the building project (27). Yet, George became increasingly ill.
Because of George’s illness, the Dunfords decided to leave St. Louis and move to
Philadelphia, where George might both recover and find work in the textile industry.
Unfortunately, the Dunfords’ move to Philadelphia left the family without food or
money, and George remained sick (30). George’s health continued to decline, and the
entire family moved into an infirmary while George attempted to convalesce (31).
However, George did not recover his health in the infirmary. He finally resigned
himself and his family to return to Trowbridge, so that he might fully recuperate with the
help of his extended family (33). On the journey back to Liverpool, the Dunfords had
enough food for twenty days, but the journey took forty days, leaving them almost
starved when they arrived in England (34). They returned to Trowbridge, where local
family and fellow Mormons helped them recover (35). While in Trowbridge, Sarah gave
birth to her third and fourth child: Florence Emily (born April 8, 1851), who died when
she was five months old, and Moreland (born August 29, 1852).26

26

“Record of Florence Emily Dunford, the first,” (database, FamilySearch), https://www.familysearch.org/
tree/person/details/KHR1-D1M?1=1&parents=KWJD-N74_KWJN-89M; “Record of Moreland Dunford,”
(database, FamilySearch), https://www.familysearch.org/tree/person/details/KWJG-TCR?1=1&
parents=KWJD-N74_KWJN-89M.
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George finally recovered his health, which he attributed to a blessing from God
for his unyielding desire to go to Salt Lake City. While waiting to return to America,
George became the leader of the Mormon congregation in Steeple Ashton, a town
neighboring Trowbridge.27 He also worked “early untill [sic] late” in the woolen industry
to earn money for his family and to save for their return to America. In exchange for the
Dunfords’ passage to Utah, George agreed to establish a branch of a woolen company,
the Coth Company, in Salt Lake City (36).

The Second Immigration, 1853
In 1853, Lydia and her family had an uneventful journey from Liverpool to New
Orleans on the ship Jersey.28 Once the family arrived safely in St. Louis, they waited to
go to Salt Lake City with other members of the Coth Company. After months of waiting,
the agent of the company eventually informed the Dunfords that all the money had been
spent, and the company would no longer be going to Salt Lake City (36, 38).
Disappointed, George decided to get a job until he could migrate to Utah. In the
two years since the Dunfords had lived in St. Louis, the city’s clothing and mercantile
industry had blossomed, and although he did not take up weaving again, George no
longer had to perform hard labor. Instead, he worked for Mr. William H. Keevil’s Hat
Store as a salesman. According to an 1855 article in the St. Louis Luminary, a short-lived
Mormon periodical that ran from 1854 to 1855, St. Louis “has furnished employment to
many hundreds and thousands of our brethren . . . . There are few public buildings of
any consideration in this city that our brethren have not taken an active and prominent

27

A branch president is a local ecclesiastical leader of a small congregation of Mormons, called a branch.
“Liverpool to New Orleans, 5 Feb 1853–22 Mar 1853,” Mormon Migration, accessed May 3, 2018,
https://mormonmigration.lib.byu.edu/mii/voyage/190?query=george+Dunford&dateTo=&voyage=on&neth
erlands=on&passenger=on&scandinavia=on&sweden=on&mii=on&europe=on&account=on&dateFrom.
28
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part in erecting or ornamenting. There are few . . . mercantile establishments but they
have taken or are taking an active part in establishing or sustaining.”29 George thus
worked in both types of labor typically available to Mormons, construction and
mercantile business (38).
He excelled at his new employment, and while Mr. Keevil was away on business
in England, George managed the store for a number of months. With the extra money that
he earned, George was able to pay for passage for thirteen members of the Church to join
him from England. Although George had agreed that he would work for Mr. Keevil for
only one year while he prepared to go to Salt Lake City, Mr. Keevil asked him to stay
longer, promising that he would open and stock one of the best stores in St. Louis for
George if he stayed. George declined, committed to go to Salt Lake City, so Mr. Keevil
put up a stock of goods for George to take to Salt Lake City and paid for their
transportation. When the Dunfords arrived in Utah, they were able to open up a store
easily with those goods (39–42).
On May 18, 1854, seven-year-old Lydia, her family, and about fifty other
Mormons began their first trip across the plains to the Salt Lake Valley, traveling with the
William Field Company.30 The company first took a river steamer up the Mississippi
River, stopping at Salt Creek, Missouri, until another group of fifty members could join
them and the wagons could be fully prepared. During this preparation, many members
contracted cholera from drinking the river water, and nearly all of the people who resided
in the upper camp of Lydia’s company died of the disease.31

29

Quoted in Kimball, “The Saints and St. Louis,” 496.
Alder, “Reminiscences of the Pioneers of 1854,” 708.
31
Alder, 710.
30
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In Lydia’s reminiscences of the trip, she noted that many of her memories came
from stories that her mother told her, but she did clearly remember the death of a girl near
her same age:
It is whispered by ashy lips, “the cholera has broken out.” So rapidly it spreads,
that soon there are scarcely any left who are able to lay away the dead. . . . Then
Brother James’ little girl, six or seven years old, died. . . . Some kindly heart
suggests, “has any one a box suitable to place her in?” and a good English sister,
took her wardrobe out of the one she brought across the sea, and in it the little
darling was laid tenderly away.32
This sentimental reminiscence highlights Lydia’s acute awareness from a young age of
how a community loves and takes care of each member. Because Lydia saw how her
pioneer company bonded together through their hardships, she continued to bind herself
to different communities that she strengthened and helped as they strengthened and
helped her. This sense of community that she first found as a seven-year-old girl
continued to be a focal point for the rest of her life.
Despite the widespread disease, Lydia and her family were spared, perhaps
because they belonged to the lower camp, where fewer people caught cholera. After the
Dunfords spent almost a month at Salt Creek, Orson Pratt, a prominent Mormon leader,
visited the camp and urged the pioneer company to continue the journey so that no one
else would die from the tainted water.33 The company resumed their travels on June 19,
and “health and hope” returned to the company.34 Even though the worst suffering of the

32

Alder, 710.
Alder, 710
34
Alder, 711.
33
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trip was past, the journey did present hardships. Some difficulties were unavoidable, such
as the length of the trek, which was over 1,300 miles. Sickness was also almost
inevitable, and a few other pioneers died of various diseases.35 Additionally, as was
relatively common for pioneers, Captain Field’s company encountered hostile Indians.
When the wagon train reached just west of Laramie, Wyoming, 250 Pawnee Native
Americans surrounded the pioneers and demanded provisions, which Captain Field
immediately provided to avoid a fight.
However, Captain Field made the journey unnecessarily difficult. For example,
perhaps to try to avoid any other encounters with Native Americans, Captain Field often
forced the wagon train to travel through the night, only stopping for breaks every two to
three days.36 This laborious manner of travel led Lydia’s family and nineteen other
wagons to split off from the group. One such dissenter, Isaac Groo, became the captain of
the new group. The Dunfords had a relatively easy travel after the split. Captain Groo led
his wagon train through time-saving routes and took extra caution with Native
Americans.37 The only misfortune the company faced occurred when Native Americans
scattered, stole, and killed a small number of the company’s cattle. The Dunfords arrived
in Salt Lake City on September 19, 1854. They were the first company of the season and
had arrived two weeks before Captain Field’s company.38
Lydia’s early childhood was undoubtedly difficult as she and her family faced
sickness, poverty, and constant relocation. Despite the struggles, her early childhood
positively affected her adult life. From a young age, Lydia recognized that she could

35

Alder, 711
Alder, 712.
37
Alder, 712–713.
38
Alder, 710, 711, 713.
36
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belong to communities that helped and strengthened each other. Through her prose
literature, she continued to praise her pioneer community even many years after it
disbanded and most of the members were dead. In her reminiscences of this trek, Lydia
commended the pioneers in her party that passed away:
“The train has gone to the Grand Encampment over the Silent River. On the
survivors lingers the glory of the setting sun, so brilliant just before it goes down.
Even the children of those pioneers are passing over, one by one, to the camp on
the other side. . . . Thousands upon thousands sing the praises of the pioneers
today. The unterrified, who braved untold dangers, unknown vicissitudes, to plant
their feet among the everlasting hills of Zion, and place their genealogy in the
eternal archives of the Temples of God. Nor will they or their works be forgotten,
for what a man does shall live after him. In their posterity they live again.”39
By using purposeful language to remember and praise her pioneer company, Lydia
continued to bind her pioneer community together even after the deaths of most of its
members. Her later writing reflects her early recognition that communities have a duty to
honor their dead. Lydia sang “the praises” of the dead by writing more than twenty
memorial poems that celebrated the lives of her deceased friends and family. Starting at a
young age and continuing throughout her entire life, she helped form communities that
lasted beyond the grave.

Life in Utah and California, 1854–1856
Despite the difficult, years-long struggle to get to Utah, the Dunfords remained in
Salt Lake City for less than a year. Although Salt Lake City was known as “Zion,” the
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Dunfords unfortunately did not find heaven-on-earth there. Shortly after arriving, George
became involved in several disagreements. The largest conflict was between George and
Brother Realkins, George’s tithing clerk, who was responsible for collecting his
congregation’s required donation of 10 percent income. George tried to get a credit of ten
dollars on his future tithing, which Brother Realkins refused to do, even though,
according to George, both George’s local ecclesiastical leader, known as a bishop, and
the prophet of the Church, President Brigham Young, said that the credit was acceptable.
George attempted to fight with Brother Realkins, but Realkins would not strike him.
George also “had a misunderstanding with another Man in the city.” George concluded
that since he could not “live in peace with all,” he needed to leave Salt Lake City, and he
sold his stock in Mr. Keevil’s company (44).
Utah was the end goal for most immigrating Mormons—as it was for George—
but like over five thousand Mormons at that time, the Dunfords found the opportunities
outside of Utah intriguing.40 Lydia and her family again trekked, moving to California by
wagon even though Sarah was six months pregnant with Franklin Jones, her fifth child.41
They arrived in Sacramento, California, on May 9, 1855 (45).42 George opened a small
granary store, which was usually run by Sarah, whom George called a “smart
businesswoman” (48, 67). The store did well, and George took up an additional venture,
installing gas pipes in Sacramento for two dollars a day (48).
Although George was quite successful in Sacramento, he desired his children to
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have a “fair schooling” that was not possible in Sacramento, where few schools existed,
much less those of high educational standards (48). He decided to move the family back
to St. Louis, so that he could have both a successful business and school his children.
Noting George’s success at Mr. Keevil’s Hat Store, the family also moved back to St.
Louis in order to earn enough money to someday return to Salt Lake City (48). Instead of
crossing the plains again, the Dunfords sailed from San Francisco, crossing the Isthmus
of Panama, porting at Cuba, and arriving in New Orleans in the fall of 1856 (49).43 From
there, they moved back to St. Louis where the family stayed until 1867.44

Life in St. Louis, 1856–1867
Life in St. Louis was prosperous for Lydia and her family. In St. Louis, Sarah
gave birth to her sixth child, Mary Maria.45 Furthermore, at one time George ran three
stores in the area (59, 66). The Dunford children also received a much better education
than that available in either Salt Lake City or Sacramento, as both those cities lacked
public education, high schools, and anything but “the rudiments of learning.”46 In St.
Louis, there were twenty-seven well-funded public schools, including some of the only
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coeducational high schools in America.47 George remarked that the schools that his
children attended were “as good . . . as any city in the land” (77).
George’s temper again created problems for him and his family. Upon arrival in
St. Louis, George was able to go back to work for Mr. Keevil (49). That work was shortlived, however, because he and Mr. Keevil got into a disagreement when George wanted
to start his own store. George quit Mr. Keevil’s store, and he and Mr. Keevil sued each
other (53–54). The feud turned petty. Mr. Keevil opened up a new store named Mr.
Dunford’s Store. In his reminiscences, George explains that Mr. Keevil gave the store its
name so that people looking for George’s stores would be directed to Mr. Keevil’s store
instead (56). This feud continued for years (62). Despite Mr. Keevil’s attempts to stop his
rival’s success, the Dunfords’ stores did well, and George maintained good credit, which
led him to be financially stable despite the Panic of 1857 (57).
While living in St. Louis, Lydia met her future husband, George Alfred Alder,
who worked as a salesman and manager for the Dunfords’ first store. George Alder was
born on November 16, 1843 in Cheltenham, England, about fifty miles from where Lydia
was born.48 George’s father, John Alder, converted to the Mormon faith in 1842.49 In
September of 1849, when George was five years old, the Alders immigrated to America
on the ship James Pennell and settled in St. Louis.50 The Alders intended to join the
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saints in Salt Lake City; however, John Alder passed away in 1852, before this trip was
possible.51 On April 8, 1864, exactly twenty years after her parents were married, Lydia
married George Alder. Lydia and her husband lived with her parents after they were
married, and George Alder continued to run his father-in-law’s store, helping the
Dunfords become affluent.
Although Lydia’s family prospered, their goal to return to Salt Lake City was
prevented by the Civil War and the financial uncertainty of the Panic of 1857 (58).
Furthermore, George Dunford became ill again, suffering for years with inflammation of
the chest, which also prevented the family from moving (59). He became so ill at one
point that he and his family thought he would soon die, but he slowly recovered (61–62).
This illness was one major reason George never became involved in the Civil War. He
also wrote that he took no part in the war because he never voted in an election (even
though he was an American citizen) and he believed that he could never kill anyone (63).
Lydia, however, did take an active role in the Civil War by working as a nurse on a
steamboat turned into a war hospital (63).52
St. Louis benefited Lydia in several ways. She received a good public education
not possible on the western frontier. Later, Lydia advocated for an educational system in
Salt Lake City that better imitated the high-quality education she received in St. Louis.
Her family gained wealth that would allow them a relatively easy second immigration to
Utah. Furthermore, Lydia was able to marry George Alder, who helped continue her
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family’s business and got along with her tempestuous father.

The Final Migration to Salt Lake City, 1864–1867
In 1864, George Dunford saw that the Civil War would soon end, and he decided
to migrate to Salt Lake City once again. In the ten years that the Dunfords had lived in St.
Louis, railroads had become an increasingly viable mode of transportation, even in the
West. By 1862, construction had begun on the transcontinental railroad, and by 1867, one
could travel as far west as Julesburg, Colorado, on it.53 Trains combined with the
Dunfords’ wealth would make their second migration to Utah much easier and quicker.
While Lydia and George Alder remained in St. Louis to run the family business
(65), the rest of the Dunfords attempted to travel to Salt Lake City in 1864 with the John
Chase Company. However, they soon returned after George had a disagreement with a
Mr. Naish, who was handling his affairs (65).54 Still determined to go to Salt Lake City,
the Dunfords and Alders worked together to grow their business so that they might form
their own travel team, free from disagreements. While they gathered the funds to form a
travel team, Lydia gave birth to her first child, Helen Eugenia. Born on January 17, 1865,
Helen was only a month younger than Lydia’s sixth sibling, Florence Emily, who was
born on December 14, 1964.55 Lydia gave birth to her second child, George Dunford
Alder, on November 17, 1866.56
By 1867, the family had secured the money they needed for the trip. They bought
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and loaded twenty-three wagons and four family carriages to bring to Salt Lake City
(70).57 Before leaving for Utah, Lydia and four of her siblings, George Henry, Moreland,
Franklin, and Mary Maria, were baptized members of the Mormon Church. George
Henry, Moreland, and Franklin got baptized on April 6, 1867, while Lydia and Mary
Maria were baptized a week later on April 13.58 It is strange that the Dunford children did
not get baptized earlier because George Dunford was authorized to baptize and Mormons
can get baptized when they turn eight years old. However, because of the proximity of
the baptisms to the migration, it seems as if they were baptized in preparation for their
trek to Utah.
In the late spring of 1867, the Alders and Dunfords left St. Louis for Salt Lake
City. They first traveled to Nebraska City, Nebraska, where they then boarded a train to
Julesburg, Colorado.59 After their arrival in Julesburg, Lydia and her family joined four
other Mormon families, who were waiting both for their wagons to arrive on the
Dunfords’ train and for George Dunford to lead them to Salt Lake City. The Dunfords,
Alders, and other families reached Salt Lake City on September 26, 1867, “all well.”60
During the migration, Lydia’s family traveled in relative comfort compared with
the disease and death of their first migration over a decade earlier. Lydia recalls bringing
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wagon drivers, a cook, and the cook’s family to assist the Dunfords and Alders.61
Furthermore, the train ride from Nebraska to Colorado greatly decreased the time and
energy needed to cross the plains. Although Lydia and her family traveled quite
comfortably for the most part, the trip was not entirely uneventful. Lydia writes, “it was
rumored that the Indians were very troublesome at Fort Laramie [Wyoming,] and the
train [from Nebraska City] was detained until a military organization was effected with
my husband . . . George A. Alder, as captain.”62 The delayed train did not depart until late
June of 1967. Lydia also recounts some difficulty because of a severe snow storm in
Wyoming.63
Upon arrival in the Salt Lake Valley, Lydia’s relocations were over, and she
would call Salt Lake City home for the rest of her life. The longest time spent away from
Salt Lake City would be her two-year mission to England in 1899. However, the various
locations in which she lived in her early life perhaps gave Lydia a propensity for travel.
She toured all around Europe and the Middle East later in her life and was even called a
“noted traveler” by a Utah newspaper.64

Adult Life
Salt Lake City became the place where Lydia blossomed into a writer, suffragist,
faithful Mormon, and leader. The main cause for her flourishing was likely Lydia’s
relationship with her female friends and colleagues. While she might have found her first
community in her pioneer companies, this new female community did much more for
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Lydia than give her a place in which to belong: it gave her a voice, a philosophy, and
several causes for which to fight. As a frequent contributor to the Woman’s Exponent,
Lydia joined a thriving female society with its own culture and support system. Historian
Carol Cornwall Madsen writes of the authors of the Woman’s Exponent, “Through the
medium of their own words, preserved in the pages of their own collective journal, they
tell their tales of building a new commonwealth and a new faith. Their commitment to
Mormonism lifted them from the current of American life to which they were born or
emigrated and placed them in a religious and social setting that followed a current of its
own.”65
Through her poetry in the Woman’s Exponent and her friendship with her fellow
contributors, Lydia formed a close bond and culture with this “collective journal” and
“commonwealth.” Specifically, because her memorial and elegaic poems were often
published in the Woman’s Exponent, Lydia formed an even tighter community, a
community built on shared grief, memories, values, and interests. No wonder then that
many of Lydia’s poems are about other writers in the Exponent; she felt just as close to
these women as she did to her family. Her missionary work, fight for suffrage, leadership
in several women’s clubs, and poems of comfort and love to women in this community
strengthened her bond with the women of Salt Lake City, and, in turn, her community
strengthened her during family deaths, disappointments, and struggles. In fact, Lydia’s
adult life was largely spent buoying up women and their causes, even as she worked
dutifully as a wife and mother.
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Marriage, 1864–1898
Marriage and family are arguably the most important institutions for Latter-day
Saints. A fundamental LDS belief is that people can be bonded eternally to their families
through a process called “sealing.” In 1844, Joseph Smith, the first Mormon prophet,
declared, “Go & seal on earth your sons & daughters unto yourself & yourself unto your
fathers in eternal glory.”66 The idea behind sealing was to create a “kinship network”
among all Mormons and all families “whose ties were invulnerable to death.”67 Since
1844, Mormons have been sealed to spouses, children, and parents, so that family
relationships could perpetuate after death, as long as the family members stayed
righteous.68 Particularly during the initial years after Joseph Smith taught about sealing,
members also occasionally sealed themselves to nonfamily members, such as leaders in
the Church and friends, until this type of sealing was discontinued in 1894.69
Lydia recognized the importance of sealings and was sealed to her husband,
children, and parents. Because she believed that familial separation was only temporary,
Lydia—who lost her husband and four of her children long before her own death—found
comfort in the knowledge that once she died, she would rejoin her deceased family
members. In fact, many of her poems center on being with loved ones after death.70 On
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January 18, 1868, less than four months after their arrival in Salt Lake City, Lydia was
sealed to her husband George in the Salt Lake City Endowment House, the only building
at the time where sealings to spouses were performed.71 After spouses are sealed, any
subsequent children born are automatically sealed to their parents without the need for a
sealing ceremony, but Helen and George Dunford Alder had already been born at the
time of their parents’ sealing. George and Lydia were sealed to Helen and George
Dunford Alder in the Logan, Utah, Temple in 1884 and 1890 respectively.72 Lydia was
sealed to her parents on the same day she was sealed to Helen, August 27, 1884.73
Lydia’s sealing to her family indicates that she strongly believed in eternal marriage and
families and that she wanted to be part of an everlasting familial unit with her husband,
children, and parents.
While few sources exist that provide concrete evidence that Lydia and George’s
marriage was happy, their prompt sealing joins a short list of information that suggests
that Lydia and George had a happy marriage. George seems to have been a good man and
hard worker. Additionally, the Alders were wealthy, and Lydia never had to worry about
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financial affairs. The two furthermore shared similar interests and were active in the
community together.
George continued to work with Lydia’s father, this time as a partner in George
Dunford’s boot and shoe firm, Dunford & Sons, while Lydia took care of her home and
family.74 A hard worker, George Alder traveled to various places east of Utah, such as St.
Louis, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago in order to buy new goods from
“the eastern markets” for his father-in-law’s businesses.75 Later, from at least 1883 to
1894, he also worked for the Salt Lake City waterworks department.76 George also strove
to spread Mormonism and help his friends and family. Although never called on a formal
mission, George preached the gospel on his business trips, bearing “a faithful testimony
to the truth of the great Latter-day Work.”77 Furthermore, A. Nichols wrote that George
did “good among a large circle of relatives and acquaintances, who [esteemed] him
highly.”78
George’s hard work paid off. The Alders were prosperous; they donated money to
community events, threw their daughter Florence a lavish wedding, and bought a house
with “spacious parlors.” 79 Lydia never needed to work, even after George’s death. She
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lists her occupation on the 1910 United States Census as “own income,” indicating that
she had enough money to support herself, presumably either from the shoe and boot
business continuing to thrive after George’s death or from having enough money saved.80
Another potential source of marital happiness came from their shared interest in
politics. The couple were active democrats.81 George was the secretary of the Utah
Democratic club, and Lydia spoke at his club meetings and at meetings for democratic
women.82 They also were quite social, throwing and attending elegant parties and
belonging to several clubs (a later section will go into depth about Lydia’s club
involvement). In addition to belonging to the Democratic Club, George also belonged to
the Entre Nous Club.83 As somewhat prominent members of society, they were often
mentioned in the Salt Lake Herald’s “Review of Society,” “Society,” “In the Social
Realm,” and “Fashion and Gossip” columns.84
Perhaps the most compelling evidence of Lydia and George’s happiness comes
from a Woman’s Exponent article chronicling a party they threw for their twenty-fifth
anniversary. The article calls Lydia and George a “happy couple” and the event a “happy
occasion” that “betokened joy and festivity.” Lydia “looked charming and as happy as
though it was really the wedding day.” The article wished that “their future life be serene
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and happy, and their experiences ever unite them still more closely together.”85 The
wording of “still more closely together” indicates that Lydia and George were likely
affectionate in their marriage.
Given that most prominent men in Salt Lake City were polygamists until the
Church banned the practice in 1890, one might assume that George would have engaged
in polygamy.86 However, it is unlikely that he did so, though there is some uncertainty
surrounding his status as a polygamist. Church records indicate that George was sealed to
a spouse on August 29, 1884, sixteen years after his sealing to Lydia.87 This sealing
might indicate a marriage to another spouse. Yet in 1887, two and a half years after this
supposed 1884 sealing, George testified to a jury, “I’ve been a member of the Church for
a great many years, but I have never accepted polygamy.”88 Because of this remark, it is
unlikely that George was a polygamist. However, sealings can be performed for people
who have died, so it is possible that he was married to someone who died before he
married Lydia and that he later became sealed to this first spouse. Nevertheless, the
question of the second sealing remains.
George died on January 4, 1898, when he was 54 years old, leaving Lydia a
relatively young widow at the age of 51.89 Although George and Lydia’s relationship was
probably happy, Lydia did not write much about George. Not one of her poems in the
Woman’s Exponent is clearly about George (although there are plenty of poems about her
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children), and her prose pieces only occasionally mention George in passing.90 While the
lack of writing might seem to indicate a lack of love, in reality, Woman’s Exponent
contributors rarely published writing about their spouses. Not one memorial or elegaic
poem of the sixty-seven published in the first ten years of the Exponent is clearly about a
husband and very few are about men at all.91 Although Lydia did write three poems about
specific men, she, like other poets in the Exponent, chose to focus most of her poetry on
female-female relationships or mother-child relationships, perhaps in order to strengthen
their female community.92 Nonetheless, a poem that is possibly about George is the elegy
“Moanings,” because it was written in January, 1898, the same month that George died.93
However, the poem does not mention a specific person or death. Its message is that “dark
sorrow’s wave engulfs [Lydia’s] soul,” but she realizes that she can help other people
who are sad and can turn to the Lord for help.94

Children, 1865 Onward
While Lydia rarely mentioned George in her writing, she wrote often about her
children; at least fifteen poems—filled with words of love, devotion, and affection—are
clearly about them, though only five can be traced to a specific child or specific children.
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Poems about the deaths of her children are especially poignant, indicating that Lydia’s
greatest sorrow was her children’s deaths, and her greatest hope was that she could rejoin
her children when she died. Lydia and George had ten children.95 She outlived four of
them, two dying in early childhood and two dying in early adulthood. The tables on the
following two pages give the names, dates of birth, age at death, and important facts
about each child. Included in the “Facts” column are any poems that Lydia wrote about
the corresponding child.
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Name
Helen Eugenia*96

George Dunford99
Florence Lydia102
Nettie Sarah*105

George Alfred, Jr.107
Franklin John*109

Lydia Alder’s Children (* indicates that the child died before Lydia)
Birth Date
Age at
Facts
(yyyy-mm-dd)
Death
1865-01-17
18 •   She was the second of Lydia’s children to die.
•   She was known as Lydia’s “companion and comfort.”97
•   She died of “inflammation of the lungs.”98
•   “In the Celestial City” is a poem about her.
1866-11-17
62 •   Lydia was close to his spouse, Julia Dean Caine.100
•   He was a prominent life insurer.101
1868-10-13
81 •   She was a suffragist.103
•   “Wedding Bells” is a poem about her.104
1870-10-15
19 •   She was the last of the children to die before Lydia did.
•   Her obituary called her “interested” and “useful.” 106
•   “Golden October” and “In the Celestial City” are poems
about her.
1874-01-04
66 •   He served a Mormon mission in Germany and
Switzerland from 1902 to 1905.108
1877-10-08

1

•  
•  
•  
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Name
Walter Herbert111
Sidney Dunford113
Lucille Dunford*115

May Clara117

Lydia Alder’s Children (* indicates that the child died before Lydia)
Birth Date
Age at
Facts
(yyyy-mm-dd)
Death
1880-06-05
56 •   He served a Mormon mission in Germany from 1898 to
1901.112
1882-12-09
77 •   He served a Mormon mission in Switzerland and
Germany from 1906 to 1909.114
1885-06-30
1 week •   She was the third of Lydia’s children to die.
•   The Salt Lake Herald reported the death as follows:
“The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. George Alder will
regret to learn of the death of their infant girl, which
occurred yesterday morning. The little one was just a
week old.”116
•   “Golden October” is a poem about her.
1886-09-10
75 •   She weighed ten pounds at birth.118
•   She studied abroad in Europe in 1900, spending
significant time in Berlin, Germany119
•   She served as Lydia’s unofficial mission companion.120
•   She became a prominent Salt Lake City civic worker,
theater and music lover, and businesswoman.121
•   “Thirteen Today” is a poem about her.122
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Lydia seemed particularly close to her daughters, especially her oldest, Helen, and
her youngest, May. Helen was known for her beauty and her helpful nature.123 Helen
assisted her mother with the household duties and was Lydia’s “companion and comfort”
until her untimely death at the age of eighteen.124 According to Julia Cruse Howe’s
memorial of her, Helen felt great “filial affection” for her mother and was always willing
to sacrifice, especially because Lydia was caring for six other young children at the time
of Helen’s death.125 Julia writes that Helen was “always thoughtful of her mother, and
desiring to assist her in her domestic duties” and that she was “prompt and willing to
perform anything she was requested to do.” Helen apparently told Julia, “I should so love
to attend Sabbath School, but I cannot now, when I think how long mamma has done the
work, that all of us might attend Sabbath School. Now I feel it is my turn.”126 From this
passage, one can see that Helen and Lydia sacrificed for each other. Lydia felt intense
love for her daughter, calling her “the dear life [that] slipped away.”127
While Lydia and Helen’s relationship was based on sacrificing for the other,
Lydia and May’s relationship was based on adventure and travel. Although many of
Lydia’s poems about her children revolve around her sorrow for their deaths, Lydia wrote
one of the only happy poems about her children for May. “Thirteen Today” is a short
poem celebrating May’s birthday.128 In the poem, Lydia called May her “baby,”
desperately hopes that she will someday be as “graceful” as “the lilly [sic],” and exhorts
her to “shun all earthly follies / ‘twine wisdom on thy brow,” perhaps indicating that May
123
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was lighthearted and possibly a bit too playful for Lydia’s taste.129
While “Thirteen Today” might have gently asked May to grow up a little more, as
an older teenager and young adult, May became one of Lydia’s closest friends. They
traveled the world together multiple times. In 1899, Lydia traveled with May to London
in order to attend the International Council of Women, a suffrage and women’s
organization summit.130 While Lydia served a mission in England following the council,
May traveled around Europe and studied in Berlin.131 Then, nearing the end of Lydia’s
mission, May became Lydia’s unofficial mission companion, preaching the gospel all
around England with her mother. In 1904, the two women again traveled the world, this
time seeing Berlin, Paris, and the Holy Land—Syria, modern-day Israel, Jordan,
Palestine, and Egypt.132 May’s lightheartedness as portrayed in “Thirteen Today,”
perhaps spread to Lydia, giving Lydia a sense of wonder about the world that would lead
her to write many travel accounts.
Her children made Lydia incredibly happy, but they also caused her intense grief.
The Alder family’s two infant deaths—Franklin, who died when he was about a year and
a half old, and Lucille, who died when only a week old—brought Lydia anguish.
However, she admittedly felt more grief for her adult children’s deaths. Helen and Nettie,
who were eighteen and nineteen respectively when they died, caused Lydia “the deepest
sorrow and acutest pain I have ever known,” because they had already developed close
relationships with their mother.133 Regardless of which child died, as Franklin’s memorial
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puts it, the deaths tore “asunder the very heart-[strings], leaving an utter loneliness and
desolation in the heart and in the home.”134
Noting her intense grief, Lydia’s female community was able to comfort her in
several ways. Lydia’s friends wrote memorial poems about the children.135 For example,
when Helen died, fellow Relief Society member Hannah T. King wrote a poem
specifically comforting Lydia about her child’s death. In “Dedicated to Sister Alder: On
the Death of Her Beloved Daughter Helen,” Hannah attempted to comfort Lydia through
positively portraying Helen’s eternal destiny as a saved person living with her God. The
poem describes Helen’s beauty as “highest, holiest, most unearthly” made only more
sanctified and pure through death and asks Lydia to “think of her dwelling in eternal
light, / Within the ineffable presence of her God.”136 Here Hannah appealed to the
Mormon belief that righteous people will live again with God to remind Lydia that Helen
is happier in death, which hopefully provided some comfort.
Lydia’s friends also used prose writings to attempt to provide solace. When
Franklin died, Lydia’s friends Julia Cruse Howe and Hannah T. King comforted Lydia
through their writing. In a Woman’s Exponent article, Hannah told Lydia that she “now
had one darling who saw the face of our Heavenly Father” while Julia “promised her that
she should have her little son again, to bring up in righteousness when sorrow and death
were done away.”137 In Nettie’s obituary in the Woman’s Exponent, the members of the
Young Ladies Mutual Improvement Association (YLMIA) called her “an interested and a
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useful member” and added condolences to Lydia and George, saying, “We as a band of
sisters earnestly pray that the Spirit of God will permeate your home.”138 It is this “band
of sisters” that helped Lydia through her children’s deaths and whom she in turn
comforted during their times of need. This Woman’s Exponent band of sisters, united to
comfort each other during times of grief, is often the real audience of Lydia’s memorial
and elegiac poetry.
Beyond writing to comfort Lydia, this band of sisters also physically helped her
through her grief. When Helen died, Lydia was serving as Relief Society secretary of the
Salt Lake City seventeenth ward, her local congregation, but she did not attend the
meetings for months after the death, due to grief, sickness, and her need to look after
young children.139 Lydia feared that she would lose her position as secretary.140 As a
testament to how much the women of the Relief Society cared for her, the members
decided to hold the meetings at Lydia’s home, so that she could both continue to be
secretary and care for her children during the meetings.141 The Relief Society met at her
home for a year and a half.142 Additionally, Lydia received physical comfort. After
Helen’s death, Marinda A. Hyde, a member of the Relief Society, held Lydia in her arms
and comforted her. Lydia was particularly touched by this simple gesture, later writing,
“She stood by my side while the dear life slipped away. . . . While she held me in her
arms, she soothed the wild surging waters of grief.”143
Similar to how her band of sisters wrote to comfort her, Lydia also coped with
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grief by writing over a dozen elegies about her children. Indicating that Lydia dealt with
this heartache for her entire life, these poems were written over the course of many years;
some, such as “Love Is Sanctified,” were written over twenty years after the last death of
a child.144 The elegies demonstrate that Lydia attempted to see her children’s deaths as a
happy occasion because they were now in a “better place” and she would someday rejoin
them. For instance, in “Golden October,” she calls the afterlife the “Better Land” and
finds hope in the “glorious promise” of a peaceful afterlife with her children.145 However,
the poems also show that these attempts to find solace in this “glorious promise” often
fell flat. In “Thy Will Be Done,” Lydia expresses frustration that she cannot find peace in
her children’s deaths: “Why cannot we be more content— / Our God gave, He may take
away.”146 Through these poems, one can see that Lydia’s grieving process was often a
vacillation between hope in a future reunion with her saved children and the utter sorrow
she felt because of their loss. By elucidating her grieving process through poetry, she was
able to be slightly removed from her pain and could better understand and process her
grief through words rather than emotions. This method seemed to work. She often found
some respite by the end of the poems, which usually end on a hopeful note—”Birds are
sweetly trilling ‘mong the sighing trees, / Songs of exultation, bringing sad hearts
ease.”147
Through her friends’ memorials celebrating the lives of her children, acts of
service, and physical comfort, as well as her own elegiac poetry, Lydia was able to find
some comfort in the face of her children’s deaths. Despite losing four of her children,
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Lydia still viewed motherhood as a joy and privilege, calling her home “the dearest spot
on earth” and striving to be righteous enough to someday live again with her dead loved
ones:
Grant that an Autumn sunset, with its red and
gold between
May welcome me to the “Better Land,” where
my nestlings long have been.148

Church Service and Missionary Work, 1867–Death
Lydia once wrote of Mormonism: “I love the Gospel, and I love all those who
love the Gospel.”149 Mormonism provided Lydia with a strong community of other
believers and comforting beliefs like that of eternal families. She also loved her religion
because it brought her peace during her difficulties. She saw Jesus Christ as that giver of
peace. She wrote, “I have been promised that I should meet my Saviour in our glorious
Temple that he would take me by the hand and tell me why I have had to walk the thorny
pathway why I had such great sorrows, and shed so many bitter tears.”150 Beyond simply
loving her religion, she also felt a duty to serve it: “My desire is to do all the good I can,
and help to build up God’s Church and Kingdom on the earth.”151
Despite her relatively late baptism when she was twenty-one, Lydia was a
stalwart, active, and faithful member of the Mormon Church for her entire life. Lydia felt
the need to serve more intensely in her faith than the average woman. For example,
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although Mormonism considered motherhood one of the most essential and praiseworthy
tasks, Lydia recognized that she could also serve in other capacities in the Church while
still being a good mother. In a Relief Society meeting, Lydia said, “Those who work and
serve the Lord by devoting themselves to their children are doing a great work; but those
who add to this work by laboring in the Relief Society need not neglect these duties.”152
Even though she loved her children, she also felt that she was meant to serve in various
ways within the Church, especially serving her fellow women.
Starting in 1870, Lydia acted as the secretary of the Retrenchment Society, a
Mormon woman’s organization dedicated to fostering faith, discouraging worldliness,
cultivating morality, endorsing suffrage, and promoting home industry.153 For over a
decade, Lydia volunteered as the Relief Society secretary for her congregation.154 She
also helped organize the Young Ladies’ Mutual Improvement Association for her
congregation.155 In 1894, she served as an aide to members of the stake Relief Society
presidency, leaders of the Relief Society that were in charge of several congregations.156
She was meticulous in her work and kept detailed notes of every single meeting that she
attended as secretary. Lydia later worked in esteemed roles in the Church. She was a
chair on the Relief Society Stake Board and the Relief Society General Board in the
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1890s and the first decade of the twentieth century.157 She also served as the
Superintendent of Foreign Missions for the LDS Church.158
Despite the service she performed in these capacities, in 1896 Lydia wrote that
she had not yet performed the “great work” that had been prophesied that she would
complete in the Church.159 This great work was realized three years later when she was
formally called (formally and officially asked) to serve as a missionary. Lydia’s two-year
volunteer mission to England was by far her largest and most unique contribution to her
faith. She began her mission just a little over a year after her husband died, serving from
June 7, 1899, until June 18, 1901.160
While many Mormons serve missions, Lydia was one of the first female
missionaries (called “sister” missionaries) to be asked to serve without her husband also
being asked, the first unmarried sister missionary older than thirty, and the first widowed
sister missionary.161 As a sister missionary, Lydia was part of a missionary experiment
for the Mormon Church. 162 Although women had occasionally done missionary work
with their spouses since 1840, they were rarely called by church authorities to serve and
never “certified” as proselyting missionaries.163 Furthermore, the handful of women who
had served missions without their husbands only did so because their spouses had left
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their mission early and the women had chosen to remain.164 Only in 1898, one year
before Lydia began serving her mission, were the first single sister missionaries called by
church authorities and certified as proselyting missionaries.165 Lydia was called to serve
in the British Mission in May of 1899.166 She left on June 7, 1899, on the U. S. M
Steamer, St. Paul, for the British Mission as one of the first single, proselyting, sister
missionaries.167
The novelty and importance of Lydia’s position as an unmarried sister missionary
was not lost on her friends and church leaders, and they encouraged her to work hard so
that she might foster future sister missionary efforts. George Q. Morris, a fellow
missionary in the British mission, wrote to Lydia shortly after she returned home. He said
that Lydia “did an excellent work withal, a better work than many a younger and stronger
missionary.”168 He also encouraged sister missionary work overall: “Since coming in
touch with the work of the sister missionaries, I have always been an advocate for them.
In most ways they stand equal to the brethren; in many ways they are able to do more
than the brethren ordinarily are able to do.”169
Lydia’s friend and the editor-in-chief of the Woman’s Exponent, Emmeline B.
Wells, wrote to Lydia during her mission, emphasizing that Lydia was a forerunner for
future female missionaries and that she needed to be a success: “lady missionaries are an
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experiment now and I want you to adapt yourself to conditions; do not get discouraged
and come home.”170 Emmeline did not need to worry. Alhough Lydia was often sick,
endured persecution and ridicule, and was even kicked out of lodgings for being a
Mormon, her “zeal in the work,” as George Q. Morris wrote, made her “conditions
endurable.”171 At the end of her mission, Lydia remarked that she believed that “many
people were converted as a result of their efforts.”172
Lydia served mostly in England, but she also did missionary work in Scotland,
Wales, Ireland, and France. In England, she served in a variety of places; in order, the
locations were London, Sittingborne, London, Stratford, Watford, and London. Although
she occasionally worked alone, she often worked with another missionary, called a
“companion.” A Sister Farnsworth was her main companion, but her daughter May also
served as an unofficial companion.173 During the mission, Lydia did “some street
preaching . . . , besides much fireside work and considerable tracting,” the handing out of
tracts. 174 Although her mission’s main purpose was to attest to the truth of Mormonism
in order to convert people, Lydia focused less on conversion. Rather, she sought to serve
others and proclaim the truth of the Mormon Church, regardless of whether or not the
people converted.
At first Lydia felt unsure about her ability as a missionary. In addition to facing
regular persecution, Lydia also battled illness during her first year, and she was even
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encouraged to return home by a Mormon visiting from Utah.175 However, Lydia replied
that she would continue to serve “because I am sent on a mission and I am going to try
my best to fulfill it.”176
By the end of the winter of 1899, Lydia had found her feet. She writes, “I loved
the work, and health slowly returned, despite some untoward conditions I had to meet in
the world. The Elders taught me how to tract; took me with them to the street meetings,
where I felt I could not speak, and encouraged me, until, like a little child, I could walk
alone.”177 She grew in her confidence until she became the go-to sister missionary for
difficult preaching assignments. For instance, Lydia’s mission president, Platte D.
Lyman, sent her to Watford, England, to help other missionaries who had been
persecuted by mobs and an apostate Mormon.178 When she was asked to go to Watford,
President Lyman asked Lydia if she was scared to serve there. She replied, “Not if you
send me.”179
Her confidence came from the love that she felt for the British Mormons and
“investigators,” potential converts to Mormonism. She stated, “there are . . . Saints whom
we have learned to love, to whom one’s heart goes out in sympathy for their ostracized
condition.”180 She spoke about that same love for the non-Mormons whom she hoped to
convert. She was excited about even the smallest amount of expressed interest in her
religion, and she attempted to conduct her preaching prayerfully and lovingly, with the
focus on service rather than conversion. For example, she said that she was overjoyed
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when a woman asked Lydia to her home to meet her husband, even though the family
was not converted.181 Additionally, Lydia wrote in a Woman’s Exponent article about a
particular incident when she helped two non-Mormons feel peace after their brother
committed suicide. She recounts that she uttered “a silent prayer for wisdom and
knowledge” about what to tell these brothers and told them that “the Gospel is tidings of
joy . . . and of the love of God that encompasseth all things, and that He consigns not to
endless torment, but the punishment is according to the degree of sin.”182 The belief that
suicide is not automatic damnation would have been highly unusual in the early 1900s.183
Although these brothers did not convert, Lydia wrote of this encounter as a success
because she helped the brothers find comfort through Jesus Christ.
Another success story that did not end in conversion occurred in Stratford. While
in Stratford and Watford, Lydia met several Christian ministers who rejected
Mormonism. In one such instance, Lydia met a minister who at first berated Mormonism,
but stopped after Lydia attested that Joseph Smith was a prophet of God, “straightway
[declaring] that the calling of Joseph Smith was divine.”184 Her testimony seemed to
work. Lydia writes, “I won. The spirit that always accompanies the declaration of the
truthfulness of the mission of Joseph Smith filled the room and he quieted down.”185
After her testimony, Lydia left tracts for the minister and his wife to read. The next day,
Lydia accidentally met the minister again, who asked for more tracts. Lydia writes, “His
aged face was working convulsively, and his hand trembled as he stretched it out to me
181
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and said, ‘Have you some more tracts?’ The Spirit had borne witness to him of the
truth.”186 He did not get baptized, but to Lydia, the mere acknowledgment of
Mormonism’s truth was enough to make her encounter with this minister successful.
One way that Lydia demonstrated both love and concern for non-Mormons and
the truthfulness of Mormonism was through healing sick women. Although Mormon
healing ceremonies are currently reserved for men, up through the early 1900s, women
often healed family members or other women through prayer or through the laying on of
hands.187 Lydia claims to have successfully healed at least three women. For example,
she claims to have healed a young non-Mormon girl with tuberculosis through prayer and
an administration of a healing blessing.188 The following day, the girl was well. The girl
and her family did not convert, but Lydia’s healing caused the mother to believe that
Mormonism was true.189 Later, with the supervising male missionary’s permission, Lydia
used the laying on of hands to heal two women with odd growths: a young woman with a
large growth on the base of her toe the size of a walnut and a young woman with “a white
swelling on her knee, about the size of an English loaf.”190 Both growths were gone by
the next day.
Despite Lydia’s confidence, enthusiasm, and willingness to help the people she
met, she faced difficulties on her mission. One of her landladies evicted Lydia for being
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Mormon.191 An investigator stopped being interested in Mormonism after he decided he
would not be physically safe if he converted due to persecution.192 Lydia was scoffed at
and repudiated frequently. One rejection was particularly notable for Lydia because she
believed that she had been rebuffed by Satan himself, in the form of a minister. Lydia
wrote that this minister said to her, “You know the doctrines you are spreading are true,
do you?” She answered, “I do,” to which he replied, “And you have come across the
water to expound them here to us?” Lydia excitedly responded, “Yes!” to which the
minister bitingly remarked, “Then if you know they are true, stay quietly in your own
house and be satisfied.”193 Though the wording of this rejection was unlikely anything
new, the power and hatred of the minister’s words shocked Lydia: “[She] stood still,
resting against [the gate] for some moments to gather strength to proceed; then realized
that [she] had had an encounter with Lucifer (for he had talked to [her] through this
man).”194
Lydia’s difficulties were further exacerbated by the sadness she felt for the recent
death of her husband. She wore widow’s clothes at least the first year of her mission.195
Furthermore, her son, George Dunford Alder, and his son, Lawrence Caine, became
severely ill at the same time late in 1899.196 Fearing that she would not see her son or
grandson again before they died, she considered returning early.197 President Lyman
encouraged Lydia to stay but said that he would give her an honorable discharge if she
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chose to return home.198 She decided to stay, and while George Dunford Alder recovered,
Lawrence Caine died in February of 1900.199 Lydia later wrote that only healing others
brought her any comfort after Lawrence’s death.200
Notwithstanding her hardships, Lydia still found humor in some of her difficult
situations, gently poking fun at some of the people to whom she preached. With a touch
of humor, Lydia recounted an experience with a minister in Watford who wanted to pray
for her:
[The minister said,] “You are a good woman, and sincere, but you are deluded; do
you mind having a word of prayer with me?’ [I replied] “Not in the least!” So we
knelt down and he prayed long and fervently that the Lord would lead me to his
truth, and make his will plain to me from the error of my ways to serve him, etc.
All this I could conscientiously subscribe to, so I solemnly joined in his
“Amen.”201
Lydia also wrote about another minister in Watford: “[He] took the tract from my hand,
then seeing ‘Mormon’ upon it, slammed the door, saying, ‘Go home and take care of your
wives!’ Opening the door slightly, he looked at me and discovered I was a woman.”202
Lydia’s enthusiasm, faith, persistence, and humor lasted through the end of her
mission in June of 1901. She even stayed on her mission for a couple weeks longer than
planned because, though she longed to return home, she had promised London
missionaries that she would rejoin them after she went to a religious conference in
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Ireland.203 Knowing that she wished to serve in London again, President Lyman allowed
Lydia to stay as long as she wanted, and had her mission release letter read, “to return
home as you please after the sixth of June.”204
During her mission, Lydia seemed confident about her missionary efforts. She
later wrote that she had successfully “borne [her] testimony to the truthfulness of the
Gospel in homes, halls and in the street in the lands and conferences we had visited.”205
However, at the end of her mission, Lydia worried about whether she had done enough
good. She wrote, “Had I done all that I could for them; had I been patient, endearing,
loving; had I strengthened the tender wheat, while their weak feet were being made fast
in the gospel. . . . I could think of nothing I had left undone, but oh, I wished I had done
more.”206 Noting her worry, President Lyman assured her that she had done good work
and that she was now called by God to “go home and labor among your sisters and the
Saints.”207 Upon hearing her new assignment, Lydia no longer felt the need to stay in
England much longer.208
After returning home to Utah as a successful participant in the sister missionary
experiment, Lydia praised sister missionary work as a way that God advanced women,
and she encouraged other women to pursue missions. Two months after she returned
from England, Lydia wrote the Woman’s Exponent article “Thoughts on Missionary
Work.” In the article, she writes that sister missionaries are blessed and led by God to
perform vitally important work—“They have had the privilege of speaking on the streets
203
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of many lands, or in the market places, have had the imperishable pleasure of seeing the
sick healed through their humble administrations, and the Holy Ghost carry conviction to
the hearts of those who have been under the sound of their voices; and some enroll
themselves on the record of the Church, having entered in at the door, ‘Baptism.’”209 In
this passage, Lydia emphasizes that female missionaries are equal to male missionaries.
They preach, heal, convert, and even help others get baptized, just as male missionaries
do.
Through her honest but enthusiastic portrayal of her mission in this article and in
others, Lydia used sister missionary work as a way to advance women’s equality and
rights. In her dissertation, Natalie Kaye Rose, points out that “Thoughts on Missionary
Work,” “treated the missionary work of young women as the latest point of progress
made for women in the Mormon church. Using purposeful, religious terminology,
[Lydia] called the decision to send out young women a ‘prophecy’ that was ‘fulfilled.’”210
Beyond a simple appreciation of missions as a way to convert people to the truth, Lydia’s
article demonstrated that she saw another purpose to missionary work: the empowerment
of her sex. In all of her Church service, Lydia strove to advance and bind together her
female community, whether that was by taking meticulous secretarial notes so that those
that did not attend the meetings could remain informed or by completing a mission and
proving that women could serve just as well as men. Her articles about her mission in the
Woman’s Exponent further helped create a female community where Church service and
gender equality were fundamental principles.
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Writings, 1875–Death
Lydia was prominently and frequently published for over thirty years. She wrote
most regularly for the Woman’s Exponent, though her work can also be found in other
Utah periodicals, including the Juvenile Instructor, Deseret News, and the Young
Woman’s Journal, as well as in periodicals outside of Utah. Although she was primarily a
poet, she also wrote polemical and educational essays, at least two short stories, one fulllength book, and various other prose pieces.211 Her poetry is not necessarily original or
formally awe-inspiring. It might be true, as historian Shira Wolosky posits, that the
poetry from minor, unknown poets like Lydia might more readily “belong more to
literary history than to monumental art.”212 However, her poems still warrant scholarship
for two reasons—they serve as examples of Mormon cultural experience, and the process
behind Lydia’s poetry made great Mormon literature.
For one, her poetry forms part of the understudied aesthetic and cultural
experience of early Mormon women. Her frequent pieces helped to shape Mormon
women’s culture in the same way that her vehicle, the Woman’s Exponent, shaped the
experience of these women. Mormon historian Sherilyn Cox Bennion writes that the
poetry and prose in the Woman’s Exponent cultivated “a positive image of Mormon
women in their own minds at a time when they were threatened by negative perceptions
of their religious beliefs, moral standards, intelligence, and even their appearance.”213
Lydia did help form this positive image, but beyond that cultivated persona, her poetry
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and prose worked to create a true female community. Through her frequent memorial
poems that stressed the good that her deceased friends had accomplished; through her
writings on suffrage work, travels, and missionary work that demonstrated that women
could be involved in causes outside of the home; and through her poetry that connected
readers and writers together in one community, Lydia created a positive, progressive, and
nurturing space for Woman Exponent readers to connect and feel proud of themselves,
their religion, and their situation. As frequently published as Lydia was, one cannot
express that the Woman’s Exponent shaped these women’s behaviors, thought-processes,
and opinions without also acknowledging that Lydia contributed to that molding process.
Secondly, her poetry, especially her elegies on her children, compellingly wrestles
with her own emotions and beliefs, creating literature that is not necessarily fascinating
because of its form or wording but because of the struggle it presents. Many would argue
that Mormonism does not have compelling literature because, as one scholar, Karl Keller,
posits, Mormon literature focuses on the “sweetness and light in the things [Mormons]
read and the things [Mormons] write” whereas “true” literature is “essentially anarchic,
rebellious, shocking, analytical and critical, deviant, absurd, subversive, destructive.”214
However, while Lydia does focus on making even difficult situations sweet and light and
certainly did not write anything anarchic, rebellious, or destructive, she does attempt to
critically reconcile two halves of herself, her emotions and her beliefs, in her elegies.
Through the emotional struggle they portray, these elegies become great works of
Mormon literature.
In elegies like “Lilies and Violets,” “Golden October,” “Love is Sanctified,” and
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“In the Celestial City,” Lydia created great literature by attempting to resolve the intense
grief she feels for her children’s death with the Mormon doctrines that death is a happy
reunion with God and that familial separation is only temporary. She felt that she should
not be sad when death is supposed to result in great happiness. In these elegies, Lydia
reconciled her grief with her belief by arguing that death does not make her mourn;
rather, she mourns because she is stuck in mortality away from her children. In this way,
she could both mourn the loss of her children and follow the belief that death is a positive
experience.
For example, in the last stanza of “In the Celestial City,” Lydia admits that her
“sorrow knows no rest,” but she still subjects herself to God’s will, because “God
knoweth best,” indicating that she recognizes the discord between mourning heavily and
doing what God wants her to do. Her solution then is to rejoin her “wee, wee baby”
(Lucille) and “bonny Frank” (Franklin), where she can finally find happiness.215 These
elegies gave Lydia the needed space to continue to mourn even when her beliefs pushed
against the grieving process. The emotional struggle of reconciling grief and Mormon
practice makes her literature, in Keller’s words, “great work[s] of Mormon literature”
because they make people “wrestle with [their] beliefs and which [stimulate them] by the
example of the author’s own effort to re-create [their lives] on surer grounds of belief.”216
While her meter and rhyme might be standard stuff, the process behind the orthodox
poetry makes at least some of her works great.
Lydia began writing for the Woman’s Exponent and other periodicals such as the
Juvenile Instructor, Deseret News, and the Young Woman’s Journal as early as 1875.
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Newly called to her position as secretary of the seventeenth ward Relief Society, most of
her early published writing in the Woman’s Exponent were simply minutes of Relief
Society meetings. However, she began to write poetry by 1875. Her first poems were
published only in Relief Society minutes, but in 1875, Lydia submitted her first poem to
the Exponent, “In Memoriam: Eliza A. Felt, Died June 19, 1875,” a “tribute of respect
and a poem.”217 However, due to lack of space, the poem was not published.218 In 1876,
Lydia published her first poem in the Exponent, “A True Friend.”219 This poem reflects
Lydia’s life—the poem’s message is that despite all of the difficulties the speaker faces in
life, her friend will always be there for her:
But when angry clouds of trouble
Dark and heavy—without end,
Chase each other o’er my pathway
Thou art still my faithful friend.220
Like “A True Friend,” much of Lydia’s later poetry often chronicles her difficulties and
pains in her life, but it also chronicles the women who helped her and supported her,
often through memorial poems and her poems’ dedications to friends and family.
After “A True Friend,” Lydia’s contributions to the Exponent for the next
eighteen years were mostly confined to informative prose pieces like minutes from
meetings or obituaries, though she did sporadically publish other poems. In 1894, when
her children were all past young childhood, Lydia became a frequent poetic contributor to
the Exponent until the periodical ended twenty years later in 1914. Lydia published over
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40 elegiac and memorial poems alone, as well as poems on nature, religion, war, travel,
and other topics.221 By far her most frequent poetry topic was death; Lydia wrote over
twenty memorial poems about the deaths of her friends and over twenty elegies for her
friends, children, and grandchildren.
Through memorial poems about her female friends, she was able to form a bond
between herself, her readers, and the deceased. For example, in “In Memoriam: Eliza A.
Felt,” Lydia connects herself, Eliza, and their friends together by promising an eternal
friendship and a reunion after death:
Joyous shall be the meeting, on the Eternal shore;
When we have passed the valley, and our sorrows o’er.
Dear Eliza we will know thee, and our friendship forever be222
These memorial poems sought to create a female-based community that lasts beyond
death, where friendships, not just family relationships, were eternal. In another memorial
poem, “In Memoriam of the Death of Sister S. M. Heywood,” Lydia calls this bond
between the deceased and the living a chain: “We remember each one—each link in the
chain.”223 In this way, Lydia used her poetry as more than just words—her poetry itself
was the chain that linked these women together.
Although Lydia mostly wrote poetry, she also wrote prose for various
publications, which also worked to create female bonds. Often, she published minutes of
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various organizations, keeping women who could not attend meetings united to their
organizations. For over a decade, Lydia published minutes from her Relief Society
meetings in the Exponent. As secretary of the Retrenchment Association, Lydia published
minutes from Ladies Semi-monthly Retrenchment Association Meetings.224 She also
published minutes from meetings of the Utah Woman’s Press Club, of which she
variously served as historian, auditor, secretary, first-vice president, and president.225
Other short prose writing consisted of biographies and prose memorials on noteworthy
people.226 Lydia wrote at least two short stories: “A Life Story,” which chronicles a
woman and her poverty, and “A Story of Unrequited Love,” which relates a tale about a
man and woman who are in love but for various reasons can never marry.227 Like much
Victorian short fiction, these short stories attempt to elicit readers’ sympathy with the
emotion-evoking plights that face the characters, in these cases poverty and tragic love.
In addition to short fiction, Lydia wrote a five-part series called “Missionary
Experiences” for the Woman’s Exponent in 1910 and 1911, detailing her life as a
missionary, including her successes, her emotional struggles, the persecution she faced,
and the sicknesses she endured.228 Lydia’s writings about her experiences overseas were
not limited to her mission in England. She also frequently wrote travel accounts about the
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countries that she visited in her life.229 In each of the at least eleven countries and foreign
regions that she visited, Lydia made significant effort to note the cultural practices, and in
these writings she usually steers away from her own feelings about the countries and
regions in favor of detailed histories and descriptions of the locations.230 For example, her
Exponent article “The Dome Berlin” recounted her visit to the 1905 dedication of the
Berlin Cathedral, but focused almost solely on the history, architecture, and completion
of the cathedral. She only briefly mentioned disappointment that she and her group had to
wait in line for a long time to visit the cathedral.231
One exception to these unemotional and impersonal accounts are her occasional
poems about her travels, such as “The Floating Tea Party” about Berlin. She joyfully
describes Berlin in the last three stanzas:
Romantic, green is yonder isle,
The steamer circles round;
While strains of music o’er beguile
The throng with restful sound.

All hearts are beating full of praise,
For honor freely shown.
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The dainty viands—German ways,
Politeness all their own.

All hail Berlin, most generous host!
All hail: Berlin the fair;232
Yet even in this poem where her heart is “beating full of praise,” Lydia makes sure to
include some historical information on Queen Louise:
And there dwelt lovely Queen Louise,
So famed in history;
The palace almost hid by trees,
Her refuge proved to be.233
This inclusion of historical information even in an otherwise emotional poem indicates
that cultural and historical information usually outweighed emotional tendencies in
Lydia’s travel accounts, no matter the form. Through travel poems and travel accounts,
Lydia sought to educate her readers about the world beyond Utah.
Beyond simply writing about travel, Lydia also gave lectures in Utah and
surrounding areas about the places she visited.234 As impersonal as her writings are about
her travels, she apparently enraptured audiences with her detailed descriptions of the
places she visited. One Exponent writer described one of Lydia’s lectures as such: “So
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vivid was the description that we felt almost as if we were ourselves wandering round the
very places where our Savior had travelled in his sojourn on earth.”235 At a Ladies’
Literary Club meeting in 1907, Lydia gave a lecture on Palestine, “dressing in native
costume” and bringing many articles from her travels in the Middle East to illustrate her
descriptions.236 She also spoke of her travels at Emmeline B. Well’s birthday party.237
Most of Lydia’s longer prose pieces are also travel accounts. Through the
Juvenile Instructor, Lydia published a sixteen-page pamphlet in verse called “The
Mormon Tabernacle Choir in California,” where she recounted going with the choir to
San Francisco.238 She wrote in an editorial that she was happy that she had the
opportunity to visit California as she had not been there since her childhood.239 Lydia was
very proud of this booklet; she wrote, “in it we have a breath of California, the sunny
land of flowers and gold, and an account of the choir’s triumphal visit to that land in
1896.”240 A Woman’s Exponent editorial praised the pamphlet: “It is quite unique in
delineation and very smoothly written.”241
Lydia’s largest work was a travel book detailing her time in the “Holy Land”—
Jerusalem, Syria, Damascus, Jaffa, Bethlehem, Jordan, Cana, Palestine, and Egypt. Her
frequent childhood relocations perhaps sparked this desire to travel, and Lydia was
enamored by the Middle East because she had a prophecy tell her that she would
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someday visit the land where Jesus was born.242 Entitled The Holy Land, Lydia’s book
was published by the Deseret News in 1912 and includes detailed information on cultural
practices and histories of those Middle Eastern areas, photographs of the various regions,
poems inspired by Lydia’s travels, and accounts of what Lydia saw and did. It was quite a
popular book in the Mormon community.243 In a Woman’s Exponent article about Utah’s
best female authors, well-known suffragist, Utah representative, and author, Annie Wells
Cannon, named Lydia a “literary woman of Utah” because of The Holy Land.244
A book review in the Woman’s Exponent of The Holy Land praised Lydia’s
knowledge about the Jerusalem area. The review stated that it was “the first book of its
kind in Utah” and commended Lydia for speaking “intelligently” about the “facts and
incidents” of the Middle East. The reviewer recommended that Bible students and
aspiring travelers should “study its pages carefully” in order to “learn much of the
customs and manners of that ancient race.” Calling The Holy Land “high class reading
matter, the reviewer concluded, “We recommend the book highly, and congratulate Mrs.
Alder on the success acheived [sic], and trust she will find appreciation here and
elsewhere.”245 This review reveals that Lydia was atypical in her community. She
traveled where few of her fellow Utahans traveled, and consequently she and her book
were considered “high class.”
Since The Holy Land is highly informative historically and culturally, very little
of the book focuses on Lydia’s personal feelings and specific interactions with the people
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in these areas or her fellow travelers. An exception to this rule is the chapter, “The
Women of the Orient,” which concentrates on a conversation Lydia has with her tour
guide, Hassen, while they are in Constantinople. Lydia asks Hassen about women’s
education, marriage customs, and the practice of wearing a veil.246 Although not directly
stated, Lydia clearly disapproves that girls’ education ends at the age of ten, that women
may be bought to be married, and that Hassen believes that the “established custom [of
wearing a veil] will always prevail.”247 Hassen frequently tells Lydia “Our women are not
in need of your pity,” indicating that Lydia likely made comments of pity or shock when
hearing about how women were treated in the Middle East.248 Lydia writes that she has a
“firm conviction that the veil will go,” and she writes about the inequality in divorce
practices, noting that men can divorce easily while women find it incredibly difficult to
do so.249 Opposed to the impartial tone in the rest of the book, the passion with which
Lydia wrote about Middle Eastern women likely stemmed from her women’s rights
activism; she fought for women’s advancement and suffrage for a large portion of her
life.
Lydia’s writing was clearly popular during her time though it has been all but
forgotten in the present. Her writings represented a chance for her to bond with others
and form a community. Lydia connected herself to both the living and the dead through
her memorial poetry. Her other poetry and prose in the Woman’s Exponent contributed to
the “collective journal” of the periodical. Her secretarial writings helped keep women
involved in their community. Her travel writings connected her readers with far-off lands.
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All of her writings fostered a community of Mormon women who strove to stay
connected to themselves and the world beyond.

Suffrage Work, 1889–1920
Dedicated to helping her band of sisters, Lydia was a devoted women’s rights
activist and suffragist from 1889 onward. Lydia was not particularly unique for her desire
for equal suffrage, as Utah was surprisingly politically progressive when it came to
women’s rights. Even male Mormon leaders, including James E. Talmadge and George
Q. Cannon, fought for the rights of women. From 1880 until 1897, the masthead of the
Exponent read, “The Rights of the Women of Zion, and the Rights of the Women of all
Nations,” and from 1897 through 1912, it read “The Ballot in the hands of the Women of
Utah should be a Power to better the Home, the State and the Nation.” Furthermore,
Utahans were used to equal suffrage. Up until 1887, women had the right to vote in Utah.
The federal Edmunds-Tucker Act of 1887 disenfranchised all women as a way to force
Utahans to give up polygamy.250 Even though the fight for suffrage was commonplace in
Salt Lake City, Lydia is unique because she was one of the most prominent and active
suffragists and feminists in Utah—she fought for equal rights on an international scale
and served in leadership roles in suffrage organizations.
On January 10, 1889, Lydia became the first vice-president of the newly
organized Territorial Suffrage Association of Women of Utah. Later that year, the
president, Margaret Caine, resigned, and Lydia took her place for the rest of 1889.251
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Lydia worked tirelessly to advance the new organization, and at the end of her year of
service, Emmeline B. Wells and other prominent Utah women suffragists thanked Lydia
for her success at running the Territorial Suffrage Association: “And we do hereby
earnestly express our grateful appreciation of her arduous labors and grand efforts she has
so cheerfully made for the advancement and success of this organization.”252 In October
of 1899, Lydia served as chair for the Woman Suffrage Convention at Assembly Hall in
Salt Lake City.253 The speakers advocating for the women’s vote included James E.
Talmadge, C. W. Penrose, Zina D. H. Young, John T. Caine, and W. H. King.254 In
addition to this local suffrage work, Lydia also became a founding member of the Utah
Suffrage Council in 1891.255
1895 was an especially busy year for Lydia as a suffragist. Utah was receiving
statehood, and the state constitution needed to be drafted. As part of the Territorial
Suffrage Association, Lydia campaigned to include women’s suffrage in the constitution
for Utah.256 In March of 1895, Lydia signed a memorial that asked the men drafting the
constitution of Utah for equal suffrage.257 The memorial used flattering, emotionallycharged language to attempt to convince the constitution drafters to enfranchise women:
“the future writers of Utah history will immortalize the names of those men who, in the
Constitutional Convention, defying the injustice and prejudice of the past, strike off the
bands that have heretofore enthralled women, and open the doors that will usher her into
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free and full emancipation.”258 Beneath the blatant adulation of promises of
immortalization, the memorial’s underlying message was that suffrage is moral. The
description of women imprisoned by injustice and prejudice added to the memorial’s
argument that “both men and women will be benefited morally” by suffrage. Appealing
to Mormon beliefs of right and wrong, the memorial used the morality argument to
persuade the drafters to see that suffrage was a moral right and that denying suffrage was
a sin.
In 1895, significant suffragists like Susan B. Anthony and Anna Howard Shaw
took notice of Utah’s struggle to include equal suffrage. Both women came to Utah to
hold a Woman’s Suffrage Conference with their fellow activists. Lydia was a prominent
member of that conference and was invited to all of the various social events, including a
breakfast at the Templeton Hotel honoring the famous suffragists and a short vacation to
the Great Salt Lake.259
Starting also in 1895, Lydia made several speeches at local suffrage meetings,
pushing the cause of state and national suffrage and demonstrating that enfranchisement
was a moral and practical necessity.260 These speeches formed a good representation of
Lydia’s beliefs surrounding suffrage and her strategies for promoting enfranchisement.
Her core belief was that the vote would give women the chance to become intelligent and
godly, but her main rhetorical strategy to procure enfranchisement was to use arguments
that would appeal to male constitution drafters, who had the power to grant suffrage in
Utah. Thus, even though these discourses were given to female audiences, the speeches
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focused more on the benefits of suffrage for men than on the benefits for women and
appealed to the morality and logic of constitution drafters.
In one such speech, Lydia attempted to change the minds of constitution drafters
by contesting two common arguments against suffrage: 1) the woman’s place is in the
home and 2) women are most influential through marrying husbands and raising sons
who will vote the “proper” way. First, she acknowledged that the core of these arguments
was correct. Lydia noted that the home “is the woman’s kingdom” and “the mother who
rocks the cradle and carefully raises her sons, has through them ruled the world.” 261 To
Lydia, even though these sentiments were correct, they did not prove that suffrage was
unnecessary. For one, she fervently believed that it was morally right for daughters to “be
taught also, and have just as many privileges as our sons.”262 Lydia also contended that
not all women had men who could vote for them and represent them. Nonetheless those
women still had to pay taxes while they were not represented; to Lydia this lack of
representation constituted a moral wrong. She said, “many of our sisters . . . have to
struggle with the hard realities of life. Some of them are widows, some of them chose
never to marry. They own property, either much or little, on which they must pay taxes
for the support of the government, both local and general. Yet they must never have a
voice in the choice of that government’s servants.”263 By phrasing suffrage as a moral
right, Lydia appealed to the constitution drafters, as most of them were Mormon and
strongly believed in upholding moral values.
Posing another moral argument for suffrage, Lydia believed that the vote for
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women would make everyone godlier. In a suffrage speech, Lydia argued that
enfranchisement was necessary because it helped women develop their godly intelligence
and nature. She stated, “we need not let our thoughts stay with the menial offices of life.
While we are in the kitchen, while we ply the needle, our thoughts can soar as high as
heaven; and we can study upon, and even think out a subject that engages our interest.”
264

One such subject must be politics, because thinking and caring about politics allows

women to care for more than “bodily wants” and actually advance “the mind [and] the
undying intelligence within us.”265 Because Mormons believe they are literally God’s
children and possess “undying intelligence,” they also hold that God wants them to use
their God-given minds to increase their intellect. Lydia made sure to demonstrate that this
increased godly knowledge did not help just women, so as to rhetorically appeal to men.
Suffrage would also help children become godly because intelligent and powerful
mothers would teach their children’s “immortal souls” to think deeply about eternal
things, not just domestic issues. Through this clever rhetoric, suffrage becomes even
more than a moral right; it becomes a necessity for everyone to become closer to God.
Beyond the moral necessity for suffrage, Lydia additionally argued for its
practical value, showing those who were anti-suffrage that enfranchising women would
benefit all. In her speeches, she claimed that women could help offset rampant voting
corruption from “scheming politicians.” To Lydia, because women were innately pure,
“women’s vote, given intelligently and wisely, will offset the vote of ignorance and
fraud.”266 By preventing voting corruption, women’s suffrage would benefit everyone,
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not just women. Additionally, enfranchised women would become more interesting to
their spouses and sons. In one speech, Lydia posed the question “How shall we become
companions to our husbands and sons if we cannot be interested in what so interests
them?” She then told a story about a husband who traveled the world as a government
minister but left his wife at home. Upon returning home at the end of his post, the man
discovered that his wife’s “thoughts were narrowed down by the home, while his
encompassed the events of the world. It grieved him to find that they were no longer
companions; and . . . he had made the mistake of his life in not taking his wife with
him.”267 Through this story of warning, Lydia contended that suffrage would improve
familial relationships because it would foster interesting communication and discussion.
Although on the surface these discourses focused on arguments that appealed to
Mormon men—suffrage will help everyone become godly, stop voter fraud, and help one
have a better relationship with one’s spouse—the underlying message was much more
focused on the benefits for women. To Lydia, women deserved to grow intellectually
in ways they have not been able to in the past, and suffrage would help this growth occur.
By having a surface message that appealed to men and a core message that appealed to
women, Lydia promoted suffrage in ways that everyone could appreciate. Furthermore,
by arguing that women deserve intellectual growth, Lydia placed suffrage within a bigger
picture. Lydia saw suffrage as a means to an end, not an end in itself; suffrage will
advance women’s minds, which is more important than simply being able to vote. As
Lydia put it, “It is not for the sake of voting only, that so many noble women such as
Mrs. Colby, Mrs. Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, Mary Livermore and others have toiled a
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life time.”268
By arguing for the advancement of women’s minds even within the home, Lydia
debunked the either/or society offers up to women: either they are educated or they are
devoted to the home, instead offering a both/and argument that benefitted women,
children, and men. This “both/and” idea was becoming increasingly popular within the
pages of the Woman’s Exponent. Mormon women saw their place as being chiefly wives
and mothers, but as daughters of God, they also deserved the same opportunities to
develop their minds as men did.269 Although Utah did not grant suffrage to women when
it became a state, Lydia continued to fight for enfranchisement on a local, national, and
even international scale.
By the time Lydia returned home from her mission, she was adding to this
both/and argument. She began to advocate strongly for women in professional settings,
stating that women could be wives and mothers and develop their minds and have
careers. During her mission, she found that women missionaries could preach just as well
as men could, and she credited missions, education, and jobs as ways to advance women.
In her address “Thoughts on Missionary Work” in the Woman’s Exponent, Lydia saw
women’s place as a “bread winner,” “leading out in affairs of both national and
international interest.”270 Lydia was ecstatic that women were becoming professionals:
“behold her stepping on the platform, or into the pulpit; the professor’s chair, or the
doctor’s or lawyer’s office.”271 She was particularly enthusiastic about how the attitude
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toward women in education and the workforce had changed over the nineteenth century,
stating that women went from “being either the plaything or the slave of man, not thought
worthy of the higher education, if of any at all, see her side by side with him, in the
schools or the colleges, oftimes carrying off the laurels or standing at the head of the
class.”272
Lydia credited this advancement of women in jobs, education, and status to the
establishment of the Mormon Church and the organization of the Relief Society. She
says, “Why did more light come into the world in the Nineteenth century than all the
other’s combined? Because the heavens were opened and God spoke again to man.”273 To
Lydia, God designed women to “come from their former seclusion and shine as stars of a
larger and greater magnitude” and believed God would give worthy women anything
“pertaining to His kingdom,” including mission calls, jobs, skills, and intelligence.274
Thus, women’s equality became a God-given right, not just something that would give
women representation to an unrepresented half of the population, help women become
more interesting to men, and make women more cultured as they did their housework.
On an international scale, Lydia continued to fight for the advancement of women
in all areas of life. She attended three International Councils of Women: London (1899),
Berlin (1904), and Rome (1914). On June 26, 1899, in London, England, Lydia and
eleven other delegates from Utah, like Emmeline B. Wells, attended the International
Council of Women, which focused on arbitration, peace, and world suffrage.275 Later, as
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one of only two Mormon delegates, Lydia spoke at the 1904 Berlin conference for the
International Council of Women, among distinguished suffragists like Anna Shaw, with
whom Lydia conversed about baptism.276 Lydia’s speech argued the importance of
women’s education and motherhood, highlighting her both/and attitude.277
On August 26, 1920, the nineteenth amendment of the United States’ constitution
granted equal suffrage to women. Four days later, there was a well-attended celebration
on the steps of the State Capitol in Salt Lake City. Lydia proudly took her place as one of
the celebration’s most important speakers. She recounted her early struggles as a
suffragist before expressing her relief and joy about finally getting the vote.278
Although certainly not as involved in the women’s rights movement as Anna
Shaw or Susan B. Anthony, Lydia nevertheless was one of the chief suffragists in Utah.
Her service as president of the Territorial Suffrage Association, her various speeches, her
attendance and speech at the International Councils of Women, and even her missionary
work helped Lydia advocate for over thirty years for her band of sisters, their rights, and
their privileges as daughters of God.

Clubs and Organizations, 1893–Death
Lydia’s participation in social causes was not limited to women’s rights and
suffrage groups. She was also involved in several women’s clubs and organizations that
sought to advance political and social causes, knowledge, education, literacy, and
religion. Women’s clubs were yet another way that Mormon women like Lydia formed a
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tight-knit community and sisterhood. Lydia was a presiding officer of the Ladies’
Democratic Association, and she urged members to start groups of the Ladies’
Democratic Associations in their wards.279 Additionally, she was a member of the
Daughters of Utah Pioneers, and she spoke at their meetings and was even an auditor for
their 1921 memorial program for Joseph Smith and his brother, Hyrum.280 Lydia also was
a member of and speaker at the Wasatch Literary Club.281
Perhaps inspired by her husband’s business ventures, after George’s death, Lydia
became interested in economics and industry. Lydia was an original member and director
of the Manufacturers and Merchants’ Association Women’s Auxiliary.282 This
organization promoted women’s industry by having the members pledge to frequent
home businesses rather than storefronts. They also promoted national industry by having
members pledge to buy only non-imported goods.283 As a stalwart member, Lydia
frequently spoke at club and Relief Society meetings about the importance of women-run
stores and home industries.284
Although Lydia was involved in many organizations, she was most involved with
the Utah Women’s Press Club (UWPC). The UWPC was established in October of 1891
by Emmeline B. Wells, and Lydia was voted a member of the club less than two years
later, on March 22, 1893.285 The club met in the Ladies’ Literature Clubhouse monthly,
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with the officers elected yearly.286 Lydia served as auditor in 1896, president in 1902,
historian in 1908, and first vice president in 1908.287 She also read many of her literary
works at these meetings.288 According to the Exponent, the UWPC was established to
“further the literary development and interests of women, and to foster and strengthen
individual efforts by means of organization.”289 Joining the growing wave of women’s
press clubs and professional clubs across the country, the UWPC also sought to give
“women a way to gain education and access to resources and support” in the journalistic
community, and it sought to help women publish their writing.290 A goal specific to
western press clubs, the UWPC wanted to connect themselves to eastern press clubs; they
hoped to legitimize not only their members’ journalism and literature but also the
members themselves, who were generally not seen as genteel or “true” women to people
in the East.291
Although not a stated goal of the UWPC, because of their literary nature, all press
clubs including the UWPC gave women a way to “process” new concepts “of
nationhood, economy, gender, culture, and professionalism—sometimes resisting and
sometimes fostering them, but always contributing to their shape.”292 The UWPC
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processed these new concepts differently than other press clubs because the “membership
was composed of mostly . . . faithful Mormon women who mixed progressive activism
[like suffrage] with advocacy for their faith.”293 This unique membership body led to the
UWPC being far more focused on religion and politics than other women’s press clubs,
which were usually focused only on professional advancement, journalism, and literature.
These foci led the UWPC, in the words of historian Candi Carter Olson, to process
“traditional gendered ideologies by reifying those ideas at the same time as they engaged
in transgressive activities that challenged those same ideologies.”294 In sum, the UWPC
dealt with women’s place in literature and journalism through a lens of a religion which
both encouraged and discouraged women’s literary and professional advancement.
Lydia’s involvement with the UWPC was based on that lens of Mormonism. The
club seemed to bolster her belief that God firmly wanted the advancement of women, and
literature was one way to advance them. In an article about the club’s first decade, Lydia
wrote, “Still all the beautiful things have not been written, the world of thought opens
wider and wider as we advance step by step and behold the wonders contained therein.
Then my comrades of that world press on and on, brighter grows the way, companions,
crowding to us on all sides the road is onward and upward that leads to our Father God,
the fount of all knowledge, inspiration, immortality and eternal life.”295 Lydia’s words
indicate that the club spiritually strengthened her because it granted her a chance to
become closer to God by gaining greater intelligence and writing “the beautiful things
[which] have not been written.” Furthermore, this spiritual growth comes only through
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her “comrades” and “companions” who join her on the road to “knowledge, inspiration,
immortality, and eternal life.” In other words, her female community in the UWPC
allowed Lydia to become more godly.
This community extended to other press clubs outside of Utah. In 1898, Lydia
wrote a short article in Woman’s Work, an Alabama periodical, highlighting her desire to
form a bond with other press clubs: “As a club, we take great interest in the general press,
realizing it is the friend of reason and advancement. The voices of many of our members
are heard from the towering peaks of the Wasatch, in their poems, singing tender songs to
our sisters in the east and west; may their tender notes unite us until we shall become a
great broad sisterhood.”296 Lydia’s short article offered non-Mormon women a glimpse
into the sisterhood of Mormonism and the sisterhood surrounding women’s periodicals.
Lydia and other UWPC members wanted their club to become a representative voice for
whatever literary pursuits women were practicing at the time, and they wanted the “great
broad sisterhood” to extend beyond their Utah corner.
As a significant member of the UWPC, Lydia was often involved in the Utah
Federation of Women’s Clubs, an organization started in 1893 that promoted all of the
women’s clubs in Utah and discussed literature, history, education, economics, law,
social life, music, politics, ethics, and philanthropy.297 Lydia occasionally served as the
delegate from the press club for these federation meetings. She served as the UWPC
delegate during the 1899 Field Day, a delegate alternate for the annual meeting of the
Utah Federation of Women’s Clubs in 1901, and the delegate for the annual meeting in
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1910.298 She also spoke at these annual gatherings.299 In 1902, the National Federation of
Women’s Clubs had a biennial in Los Angeles. All of the major clubs of each state had a
chair to be a representative at this biennial. Lydia was the chair for the UWPC.300 As part
of that chairpersonship, she was partially in charge of hosting women from eastern states
who stopped in Salt Lake City for a few days before traveling to the biennial.301
The Federation of Women’s Clubs had several subcommittees dedicated to
helping women become more involved in education, economics, industry, politics, and
philanthropy. Lydia was involved in the industry and education committees, perhaps
because of her father’s and husband’s involvement in industry and her own solid
education in St. Louis, the likes of which had not yet been replicated in Utah. In 1903,
Lydia was the chair of the office of Industrial Investigation.302 She also served on the
Education Committee in 1910, actively promoting public education and speaking about
the need for education of all forms in communities.303
Just like her writing, missionary work, and women’s right activism, Lydia’s
involvement with clubs allowed her the chance to better strengthen herself and her band
of sisters and to extend that band outside of Salt Lake City. By joining clubs that focused
on literature, politics, industry, and education, Lydia was able to advance her mind
through educating herself in many different areas and was able to advance her
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community through serving it.

Death and Legacy, 1923–Onward
On March 1, 1923, Lydia died in Salt Lake City of uterine cancer at the age of 76,
survived by six of her children.304 Although she was a huge figure in the Mormon
women’s community, throughout studies on Mormonism—and on Mormon women in
particular—Lydia has lurked in the background, occasionally mentioned by scholarly
works for a particular comment that she made about sister missionary work or suffrage, a
poem that she wrote for the Woman’s Exponent, or her involvement in the Utah Women’s
Press Club. She has seemed almost important enough for scholarly works to delve into
her life yet never quite important enough. She was only a well-known and prolific writer
for the Woman’s Exponent, not the most well-known. She was only one the first sister
missionaries, not the first. She was only an important Mormon leader for suffrage, not the
most important leader. She was only a president of the UWPC, not the first president. So
although she was never the most important in these areas of study, the fact that she was
important in so many areas of study makes this biography worth writing and her life
worth studying.
Through exploring her writing, passion for sister missionary work, dedication to
suffrage and female advancement, emphasis on gaining intelligence, and love of
journalism and literature, scholars can better see how Mormon women thought in the late
1800s and early 1900s. Scholars can additionally better appreciate how Mormon women
like Lydia were so varied in their interests and passions. It is because she is on the fringe
in so many areas that makes her more interesting to study. Because she was never the
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most important, she becomes perhaps more representative of typical Mormon women at
the time while still remaining incredibly noteworthy because of her critical involvement
in so many well-studied areas.
Lydia once said, “there is a bond that unites the sisters that work together.”305
Through her life, she united herself by working hard for the sisters in her community.
Lydia’s close friend, Julia Cruse Howe, summarizes how Lydia both lifted and was lifted
by her band of sisters. In an article describing Lydia’s surprise party for her fiftieth
birthday, Julia writes that all of Lydia’s “many friends” were “blest and comforted” by
the presence of Lydia.306 At this party, Lydia was blessed by Zina D. H. Young, the third
general president of the Relief Society: “President Young then laid her hands upon Sister
Alder and gave her a prophetic blessing, which was endorsed by a hearty Amen.”307 It is
this gathering of Mormon women, these bands of sisters that blessed and helped each
other, that Lydia promoted through all of her endeavors. She became, like her first
Woman’s Exponent poem, a true friend to these women, able to
Be . . . strong in holy friendship,
Ever true till time shall end.308
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APPENDIX 1: SELECTED POETRY OF LYDIA ALDER
List of Included Poetry
1.   “Bingen on the Rhine” (1914)
2.   “Birthday Greetings to Elder H. W. Naisbitt” (1907)
3.   “Bring Flowers” (1907)
4.   “The Christ of Bethlehem” (1907)
5.   “Evening Thoughts” (1896)
6.   “The Faces of Dreamland” (1876)
7.   “Fanny’s Baby” (1896)
8.   “The Floating Tea Party: A Memory of Berlin” (1904)
9.   “Golden October” (1894)
10.   “The Grave of Paul Revere” (1905)
11.   “I Have Seen All the Way” (1903)
12.   “In Loving Remembrance, of Little Margaret” (1895)
13.   “In Memoriam: Eliza A. Felt, died June 19, 1875” (1895)
14.   “In Memoriam of the Death of Sister S. M. Heywood” (1881)
15.   “In the Celestial City” (1894)
16.   “In the City of the Dead” (1896)
17.   “The Last Letter” (1900)
18.   “Lilies and Violets” (1900)
19.   “Love Is Sanctified” (1908)
20.   “Mary V. Young” (1897)
21.   “Moanings” (1900)
22.   “One Year Ago” (1897)
23.   “On the U. S. M. Steamer” (1899)
24.   “Temple Block Missionaries” (1903)
25.   “Thirteen Today” (1903)
26.   “Thoughts: On the Death of Ellen C. Clawson”
27.   “Thy Will Be Done” (1896)
28.   “A True Friend” (1876)
29.   “Unfinished” (1896)
30.   “Wedding Bells” (1896)
*Note: Full bibliographical information can be found in the bibliography.
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“Bingen on the Rhine”
O Bingen, storied Bingen, a favored lot is
thine,
There nestling by the mountains beside the
glorious Rhine;
Where maidens oft were weeping and sighing
“Love of mine,
Come back, come back to Bingen,” fair Bingen
on the Rhine.
And tearful mothers praying, still say “Thy
will not mine,”
Though far away is sleeping the soldier of the
Rhine.
The dying eyes fast closing saw where the
sunbeams shine,
On that dear home in Bingen, loved Bingen
on the Rhine.
Escapes a sigh, a heart throb, I cannot but
repine;
I see that soldier dying who babbles of the
Rhine,
And happy days of childhood, loves of that
earlier time;
When fading was the picture of Bingen on the
Rhine.
The battle long hath ended, sad memories
round it twine,
But ne’er will be forgotten the soldier of the
Rhine.
He marched away in triumph, fast stepping,
straight in line,
But ne’er returned to Bingen, the home beside the Rhine.
And other hearts have broken, crushed by the
woes of Time
That in the hour of passing sighed “Bingen
on the Rhine.”
O peaceful is thy beauty when son or moonbeams shine
Appears as scene elysian the gently flowing
Rhine.
So in life’s closing moments the heart doth
ever pine,
For childhood days in Bingen, fair Bingen on
the Rhine;
Soft evening shades are falling, the sun’s rays
fast decline,
But loath I leave thee Bingen, O Bingen on
the Rhine.

There is a something whispers as if a breath
divine,
The tales of love and parting beside the witching Rhine;
A rapture strange, mysterious, o’er fills this
heart of mine,
And tear drops fall unbidden while sailing on
the Rhine.
There comes a sadness o’er me, and thoughts
none may define,
Not known before beholding the grandeur of
the Rhine:
And in the days far coming, will memory round
it twine—
Bring dreams forever cherished, I dreamed beside the Rhine.

“Birthday Greetings to Elder H. W. Naisbitt”
A thought of love—a fragrant flower—
As offering now we bring
So fair it bloomed in Eden’s bower,
The choicest of the spring,
This birthday thought we bring to thee,
Hath flowers that ne’er will fade;
Twined with it all the years to be
The record thus hast made.
Thyself—thy foremost gift hath been
Laid on the altar for His sake,
So life eternal thus doth win,
When He thy gift shall take.
And generations yet to be,
Far down the stream of Time,
Shall loving sing and speak of thee,
Thy name for e’er will shine.
Thy pathway is not dark e’en though
Denied to thee the glad sun’s rays;
For He is near who loved us so,
And brightens all our days.
He leadeth thee, whose ways are right—
Into the endless day,
He bringeth thee from out the night,
To dwell with Him always.

“Bring Flowers”
Bring flow’rs, but to the living;
Hearts bleed and die for love—
One blossom pure and simple,
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A kindly thought will prove.
As rain revives the roses,
That droop ‘neath summer’s heat,
So will a love-thought brighten,
Be sorrows e’re so deep.
The living need the flowers;
Bring one, if only one;
Or if it be a hand clasp,
‘Twill cheer like to the sun.
Withhold not, till death freezing
The heart that cries in pain,
Hath stilled its cry forever—
Then flowers are in vain.
For closed eyes can see not.
Though we be dim with grief;
Then tell them, while yet living,
Of faith in them—belief.
The drooping life ‘twill strengthen
With heart-beats warm and fast;
The burden will be lighter,
The trials soon o’erpast.
A flow’r e’en though ‘tis fading,
Gift in a darken’d room,
Spreads fragrance with its beauty—
Dispels the densest gloom.
The sun may shine tomorrow
Across a grave of flowers
And yet the silent sleeper
Heeds not these gifts of ours.
Then bring a tiny blossom,
If love be in thine heart
‘Twill cause the tears to trickle,
Relieve the cruet smart.
A fervent prayer to heaven
Will soar on wings of love,
Rise to the shining portals—
Your treasure up above.
Thus we are paid for giving—
For gifts alone live on;
Love’s flowers—unfaded, glowing—
Bloom ‘fore the Eternal Throne.
Oh, happy, then the mortal
Who of his store gives free!
Love’s off’rings fair, bloom everywhere—
Flow’rs of Eternity.

How quaint, how picturesque thy storied scenes—
Because of thee my heart with rapture thrills.
‘Twas here the angels sang sweet heavenly strains,
And here the shepherds watched their flocks by
night;
Shone here the star, whose brilliance filled the
world
Its dazzling sheen—an awe-inspiring sight.
A low, faint cry—a hush—a smothered moan—
A babe was born; ‘twas signaled by the star;
The sleeping world knew not a prince had come—
The Prince of Peace, whose advent meaneth
war.
A manger cradled this distinguished One;
His parents late had come—their city far—
Perforce they must accept this lowly place,
Where lowing of the cattle doth the quiet mar.
No birth of earthly king like this proclaimed,
By blazing star and angels’ song divine;
And though he wore no purple robes or grand,
Immortalized, his name lives through all time.
Had He ne’er come, what would the world have
been,
Bereft of rosy hope—of gladness—love?
Communion now between the earth and heaven,
For one had come e’en from the worlds above.
And heaven seems not far away, e’er more
‘Twill be a trysting place among the stars;
For He, the King, the Prince of love divine,
Has come to earth through those bright shining
bars.
A wealth of love this babe brought to the world,
Not only to His mother—modest, fair—
But to the lowliest creature ‘mong all men,
It lights th’ abodes of mis’ry everywhere,
A race condemned by Righteousness to die,
To sleep forever in their native dust:
The grave, adode one of the Sinless One,
Must yield the treasure it but holds in trust.
Christ’s mission: who may learn its heights, its
depths,
Or feel the weight of guild he bore for all,
Or understand the glory, heirship given Him,
When He redeemed earth’s millions from the
“Fall?”

“The Christ of Bethlehem”
O, Bethlehem, thou fair and favored one,
Close nestling ‘neath Judea’s towering hills,

Earth’s vict’ry, too, must come; no longer shall
It be degraded—moved to a lower sphere,
The Christ of Bethlehem shall loose its bands,
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Resplendent ‘mong celestial orbs it shall appear.
Thou Babe of Bethlehem! to Thee we bring
Our glad hosannas on this Christmas morn.
Rejoice, O earth lend thou a list’ning ear,
The song from sea to sea, “Lo, Christ the Lord
is born!”

That charmed us yesterday?
All life’s today, yesterday
Or that which is to come;
The sunsets flow with changing light
When every day is done.
The evening shades now darken
But the song of the Whippoor-will
Far away to the mountain
Brings to my heart a thrill.

“Evening Thoughts”
The twilight gently deepens
The stars shine one by one;
The sun’s last fading rays,
Proclaim the day is done.
The loving kine wend homeward
Along the dusty way;
The song birds trill their faintest notes—
It is the close of day.
The silver moon ascends the sky,
And softly beams her light;
O’er all the world majestic sails
This glorious Queen of night.
Hushed are the sounds of men—
A peace broods over all,
Save now and then the night birds scream
Sounds to its mate a call.
O, peaceful eve, O, holy hush
That comes when the day is done,
To soothe the spirit’s restlessness
With communings all its own.
The thoughts of earth now fade,
To the unknown world they soar:
And long to fashion the mystery
Of the life that went before.
In which of the shining planets
Did I have primeval birth?
And what of the days forgotten
Before the scenes of earth.
The stars for answers twinkle
In the vaulted space of blue;
And cluster there in bands of gold
Their boundaries hid from view.
How the throbbing heart beats faster
And sighs for the far away;
O, where are the gorgeous sunsets

There is a life beyond the shadows
A life beyond the stars!
Else, where did I hear the music
With not discordant bars?
O, we yearn for the life Immortal
As we long for the close of day;
When with weary, heavy eyelids
We are fainting by the way.
Oh! Does the sun’s last setting
And the shadows that come with the night
Remind us that we are but mortal
Not always to walk by sight?
Away from the bright starry heavens
I turn to the homes of earth;
With a feeling of utter nothingness
And how of little worth.
The fire-flies are now on the wing,
As I loiter by the way;
They brighten the pathway before me,
With colors both varied and gay.
Ah! Well we can go no farther
For God has willed it so;
But sometime when the finite is ended
We’ll the vast and the Infinite know.

“The Faces of Dreamland”
O, faces fair and beautiful,
That come to me in dreams at night,
Crown’d with radiance softly glowing
From the land of life and light:
Are you watching o’er me kindly,
Do you love to think of me—
Of the days of joyous childhood,
When our hearts beat happily?
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Now death’s river rolls between us,
You have safely crossed it o’er;
Are you blest with true perfection
Dwelling on that heavenly shore?
Your faces glow with dazzling splendor
When they beam on me at night,
Methinks you’re waiting fondly for me
And my hopes are fair and bright.
Oft you’ve kissed me in my slumbers
With affection true and deep;
O, the rapture when you’re near me,
But we cannot always sleep;
Soon there comes the sad awakening
Then your loss seems doubly great—
When will this life hard and dreary,
End at heaven’s pearly gate?
When on my dying bed I lay
Will you be there to think of me,
And gently take me by the hand
When my spirit shall be free?
O, the love of those who’ve left us
Never wearies or grows cold,
They are near us, watching, waiting
To welcome us to Father’s fold.

Baby’s happy, baby’s singing
Baby and his Grandma meet.
Beauteous blossoms by the Reaper,
Oft are gathered, like the sleeper;
Taken home where love is deeper,
Sheltered safe from every storm.
Choicest flowers are early gathered
Placed where south winds, blow so warm.
Darling Fanny, safe’s your treasure,
Where love abounds without a measure,
And life flows on with heavenly pleasure,
Where rarest joys are now complete.
Lift your heart and eyes to Heaven,
List! Your baby coo’s so sweet.
There the links that here are broken
Are joined in Heaven, and by this token
We know that Christ to us has spoken
“Let the little ones, come to me”
Up among the shining mansions
In God’s kingdom they will be.

“The Floating Tea Party: A Memory of Berlin”
“Fanny’s Baby”
Fanny’s babe is sweetly sleeping
Cease O, cease your tears and weeping,
His spirit’s in the angels keeping
Up among the stars!
Where he waits to see your coming
Peeping through the golden bars.
Baby’s resting from his playing
Softly in his bed he’s laying,
And the angel’s voice is saying
“Softly sleep, softly sleep,”
Here the roses all are blooming
Some for the baby we will keep!
Hark! The angel’s faintly singing
On the air the notes are ringing—
Up and down they now are bringing
Garlands for the baby’s brow.
“Softly sleep, softly sleep,”
Baby’s with the angels now
Closed his eyes where love was beaming
And the happy smile was gleaming
Earthly joy is only seeming
But the rest is sure and sweet,

From Wansu’s pier we sail away,
Adown the Havel fair;
By verdant banks and castles gray,
Bright sunshine in the air
How clear the water shimm’ring flows,
As swift we speed along!
The small craft ever by us goes,
With greeting and with song.
The band plays in the steamer’s bow,
Songs famed in ev’ry land,
No foreign thought these guests allow,
Where warm is proffered friendship’s hand.
O, Potsdam rising there in view
Where palaces abound;
Of thee come mem’ries not a few
Thy grandeur all around.
And there dwelt lovely Queen Louise,
So famed in history;
The palace almost hid by trees,
Her refuge proved to be.
Though many years have passed away,
She is beloved still;
Her virtues living e’en today,—
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And they pure thoughts instil [sic]
Romantic, green is yonder isle,
The steamer circles round;
While strains of music o’er beguile
The throng with restful sound.
All hearts are beating full of praise,
For honor freely shown.
The dainty viands—German ways,
Politeness all their own.
All hail Berlin, most generous host!
All hail: Berlin the fair;
“Yet greater be” this is our toast,
“Thou city of ‘The Bear.’

“Golden October”
Golden and brown October, with its gently falling leaves
Its spirit calm and peaceful soothes the heart
that grieves;
The glorious Indian Summer, with its ruddy sunsets rare,
Breathes of another summer, its flowers beyond
compare
Bloom by the living waters, unplucked by mortal
hand—
Many dear and loved ones have hastened to that
“Land.”
Dear is brown October, to a mother’s loving
heart
Whose nestlings came this beauteous time, to
share in life a part,
The ruddy sunsets speak of joy, your birthdays
came you know,
And o’er again I live the days, now past so long
ago
Then in my arms I held you all, and looking in
your eyes
Saw the light of angels, you’d left beyond the skies
But the year’s not all October, for snowy days
soon came,
And resting close in warm embrace, the sunsets’
not the same,
Within the hallowed circle of a loving earthly
home,
You chirped and smiled and laughed in glee ‘till
other sunsets shone,
And so Octobers came and went, for your birthdays
every year,

I decked your cakes with roses red, and kissed
the childish tear
But, alas, the bright October, bring birthdays
two for me,
Of darlings loved so tenderly, whom now I cannot see,
Up in the grassy hillside, among the silent dead
I sit beside your lonely beds, but tears I cannot
shed,
Looking over to the westward, the sun in glory
shines
And slowly sinking o’er the Lake, with crimson
cloud combines.
It is a glorious promise, of another beauteous
day
I bind it in my heart and sorrowing turn away:
O, Father in the future, now hidden by thy hand
When on the brink of life, feebly tottering I
stand,
Grant that an Autumn sunset, with its red and
gold between
May welcome me to the “Better Land,” where
my nestlings long have been.

“The Grave of Paul Revere”
Beside the hallowed spot I stand—
The grave of Paul Revere;
And mem’ries of that patriot grand,
Speak loud while musing here.
The famous tale our hist’ry tells,
Of how he rode away;
From house to house,then clanged the bells,
That sound o’er Boston Bay.
The daring ride of Paul Revere,
And what his tidings wrought;
A nation drops for him a tear—
They bless the freedom brought.
He rests, while millions laud his fame,
Here, ‘neath the dark gray stone;
And stern new England, breathes his name,
With heroes, all her own.
These emblems, solemn thoughts inspire,
Of liberty, blood bought;
The cannon’s roar, the musket’s fire,
The vict’ry eager sought.
This stone ne’er holds his praises down,
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Though he sleeps deep below.
And o’er the road of pebbles brown,
In fancy oft I go.

It seems the chords must tear away.
The myst’ries hid of life and death I’ve seen,
Invisible the bound’ry—worlds between—
Dividing thus the night from day.

New England holds his sacred dust,
She gives her hero sleep;
A grateful nation holds in trust,
The land they died to keep.

O, some time thou’lt see all the way!
The landscape fair down by the silver sea,
The home where ransomed ones fore’er will be,
With God to dwell alway, alway.

Ye patriots of New England soil,
O, ye were patriots grand;
The sons of hardship and of toil.
Whose lives gave us our land.

“I Have Seen All the Way”
Edith, fair and beloved, all night lay in the
slumber of death. “She will regain consciousness no more,” a sage one said. But the mother
wails that she had not bade her goodbye, and with
the untold strength of her love, called her back.
“O mother, I’ve seen the way,” she said, and
after words of undying love, “I am not afraid, for
I’ve seen all the way;” the beautiful eyes closed
on the world.
Oh, I have seen all, all the way.
I walked, my hand clasped in the angel’s own,
O’er purple hills and winding pathways lone,
To love’s abode—eternal day.
I grew not weary, tarried not for long—
Anon there floated far away a song—
Bird chanted sweet a roundelay.
O, I have seen all, all the way!
The city’s mansions by the shining sea,
That warm waves gently kiss in laughing glee,
They frolic, sporting there in play.
Paradasaic joys my soul hath known,
Seraphic music sung in angel tone,
Where fountains toss so high their spray.
O, I have seen all, all the way!
Again, O love, I feel thy kisses sweet,
In rapture, too, again thy sad eyes meet,
Farewell, I hasten now away.
I feel no fear of darkness—none is near,
Alone I go, O dearest, shed no tear,
I know, I know e’en all the way.
O, I have seen all, all the way!
I tremble not, alone fear not to go;
My throbbing heart is wildly beating so

“In Loving Remembrance, of Little Margaret”
O happy singing little voice
Forever stilled in earthly home;
The restless, pattering, eager feet
O’er its portals now have gone,
To never more return again
‘Till Christ the Lord is come.
The thoughtful, lustrous eyes of brown,
Are closed away from scenes of earth;
The dainty form is laid so low,
Where ne’er is heard the sound of mirth;
But waits the call of Christ the Lord
When He shall come to earth.
O, loved ones do not mourn as those
Who never heard the Gospel sound;
Your precious darling has passed through,
The “Golden Gates” to Heaven bound;
Where those have gone who love her well—
And flowers immortal she has found.
Earthly flowers are born to fade,
To fall to dust and pass away,
But Love will last beyond the grave,
More glorious grow and ne’er decay.
For Christ, the Lord, shall come and say,
“Arise! It is the Resurrection Day.”
Then perfect love our eyes will see,
Nor fear, not blight will make us sigh;
For now all griefs have passed away,
The Saviour wipes each streaming eye;
And low He speaks to every heart,
“Fear not, for here the loved ones never die.”
O, Land Immortal, where flowers bloom,
That never fade, by the North wind’s breath;
Where parted loved ones meet again,
To never more be rent by Death;
Where is thy bounds, where thy rising towers,
Where thy babbling brooks, where thy rosy
bowers?
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Like a tired, weary child, on its fond mother’s
breast.
Her sorrows are over, her trials are ended;
No more will the sunshine and shadow be blended.
Only rest, sweet rest,
With the blest, ever rest.

Be still fond hearts! Ye tears be still!
The Lord thy God, still cares for thee;
O, wait in patience for the day
When you shall His salvation see;
The beauteous Land will come in sight,
And life and love eternal be.

No more will her heart ache, she’ll never shed tears,
For the love of her Father will calm all her fears;
Her record’s been noble, a crown she has won—
Her life has gone out like a bright setting sun.
Then rest, only rest,
With the blest, ever rest.

“Good-bye” sweet Margaret, for a little while,
The flowers you love, now bloom for aye;
Keep some for Mama and Papa too,
That you gather through the golden day;
And bring them down to the now dim shore,
When they too, pass over “The Way.”

Ours the anguish, the sorrow, the sigh,
The fast falling tears, when no one is by:
Hers the great gain, the peace and the joy—
A sweet rest in heaven, where naught can annoy.
Now rest, sister, rest,
With the blest, ever rest.

In Memoriam: Eliza A. Felt, Died June 19, 1875”
Dear Sister, Thou has left us, hearts have ached and
bled;
Bitter has been, the parting; thou art remembered
with the dead,
Thy good works will follow thee, many praise they
name,
Thy body is now resting, Thy work’s begun again,

Fare thee well, sister, we must bid thee goodby,
Till we meet thee again, where no one will die;
Oh, watch for our coming, come down to the gate—
And for that re-union we will patiently wait.
For rest, sweet rest,
With the blest, with the blest.

Joyous shall be the meeting, on the Eternal shore;
When we have passed the valley, and our sorrows
o’er.
Dear Eliza we will know thee, and our friendship
forever be
When we as thou art dwelling, with the ransomed
and the free

Kiss our dear loved ones—you knew them so well—
And give them the message what we cannot tell;
We remember each one—each link in the chain ;
Oh, when we shall meet them, those loved ones,
again?
And rest, only rest,
With the blest, every rest.

Fare well, dear friend farewell, bitter is the tear,
We’ve looked our last upon thee, have stood around
thy pier
We loved thee oh, how fondly, we know as we stood
there,
We smoothed thy hair so shining, thy face it was so
fair,
Thy hands so calmly folded upon thy lifeless breast
Have done their life work nobly, ‘tis fit that they
should rest,
Flowers we laid upon thee, bright emblems of our
love,
Fare well our blest Eliza, ‘till we shall met above.

“In Memoriam: On the Death of Sister S. M.
Heywood”

Calmly and sweetly you’ve gone to your rest,
In honor and gladness joined hands with the blest;
Been true to the end, will receive the reward
Of life everlasting with Jesus the Lord.
And rest with the blest,
Forever rest.

“In the Celestial City”
SAY where is now my baby girl
Of twenty years ago?
Who came one morning beautiful
When the world was all aglow?
She brought such love and gladness
To that parental nest;
The Angels came and left her
Awhile on earth to rest.

Fold her hand peacefully, she’s gone to her rest,
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How we thoughtful watched her
Grow lovely day by day!
The sky was shadowed in her eyes
Around her mouth the dimples play,
Her hair was long and fell in curls
Around her beauteous face,
Her voice was low and tuneful
Her form was full of grace.
So to womanhood she grew
This joy of earthly home
Our heart strings close around her twined—
So lovely had she grown,
It seemed that far off Heaven
Shone out those lovely eyes.
And when you drank their beauties in
You looked in Paradise.
Her spirit true and beautiful
Crowned with bliss that home,
Where love so deep and lasting
Around this flower had grown.
Then came a day, can I forget,
A cloud came o’er the scene,
And rested on this loved one
The sun and her between.
And when it lifted she had gone,
The angels had come down,
And called her back to Heaven,
To wear a glorious crown,
I stood beside that bed
Of death nor sensed my woe—
Her eyes gazed on the Glorious Day—
Not now for me to know.
Oh! where is now my baby girl
With brown and curly hair
With face so fair and winsome?
Gone from earth oh, where?
The angel messenger of death.
Has borne her far away,
From earth with all its sorrow—
To realms of endless day.
Oh, God keep all her loved ones
Left here on earth to mourn,
So they can see and greet her
In the Resurrection Morn,
She walks the Golden City
Her elder sister by her side,
And when God makes up his jewels
Will be a glorious bride.
And what of me, the mother
Whose sorrow knows no rest?

Methinks I’ll bow before the throne
And say “God knoweth best.”
Then when my wee, wee baby
Again lies on my breast
And bonny Frank with golden curls
Close to my side is pressed,
My heart will melt in happy sighs—
I’ll joyous wait for all the rest.

“In the City of the Dead”
I walk in the darkening twilight,
In the City of the Dead
Whose streets so drear and silent,
With autumn leaves are spread.
The wind is gently moaning,
Dark clouds are overhead;
The sacred spot’s deserted
This City of the Dead
I feel alone as I wander
Tho’ my loved sleep all around;
With trembling heart I view each spot,
For this is holy ground.
I think of the trials and crosses
That sadden the fairest life;
All now is peace and quiet:
This is the end of strife
So pensive I dream and wonder
Where are the thousands now
Who sleep this sleep of silence,
On lonely hillside’s brow?
Where are the broken-hearted
Who wept on the lonely sod
When they laid away the loved ones
When they bowed beneath the “Rod?”
Here in their turn they’re resting,
The young, the blithe, the gay,
And await the great redemption
Of a Resurrection Day.
Here in God’s great acre,
Come the weary and distressed,
And in their turn are laid so low,
Where none can mar their rest.
Here bitter tears are shed for them,
We loved so long and dear;
The breast where laid our infant head;
Our friends and kindred near.
Here manly youth and maiden fair,
Are wrapped in death’s embrace,
But the hearts that loved, for them cry yet,
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Time cannot grief efface.
Here too the babe whose days were few,
Who came, then sighed and went,
A beauteous flower from Paradise
To a sad, cold world was sent.
Just opening wide bright, wondering eyes,
Where the light of angels shone;
Then sighing closed them gently down
To gain a better home.
And here the aged come to rest,
Here lay their bodies down;
For them no more is living sweet,
Their hands reach for a crown.
They’ve lived a life of righteousness
With prayer have sought their God,
And now at eve they go to rest,
Beneath the grass grown sod.
Here in his prime the strong man lies,
Here too the young wife’s laid,
The cry of children oft goes up,
From a mound that’s newly made
Sad orphans roam the wide world o’er
They cry for the loved in vain,
The throbbing hearts are silent now,
They cannot beat again.
All ties are severed that ever bound;
Death levels every one;
One tries in vain to bind them up,
The work of man’s undone.
The youth lives on, the bride is dead,
The bride lives on the youth is gone;
The mother spent her life in vain,
Here lies the little one.
And now to friendship drop a tear,
For friends dwell here at last;
And like a day’s forgetfulness,
Seems the story of the past.
O, aching heart. O, the throbbing brow,
With weight of grief oppressed,
Come, view the spot where deep below
The weary heart can rest.
Sleep on, sleep on the sleep of death,
Ye folk of other days,
‘Till Christ the Lord shall call you up
To meet His heavenly gaze.
O, hearts that grieve, O, hearts that mourn,
The loss of loved ones dead,
Yet know “What life is to the living,”
So “Death is to the dead.”

They’ve crossed the river, the race they’ve won
O, call them not again,
To a world of parting such as this
Of sorrow and of pain.
For up and down the wide world o’er
We hear the sad refrain,
Where is the world so fair and bright
Where loved ones never part again?
A light thro’ the long dark night is given,
It anon flashes over the way,
O, pilgrim so weary of life’s sad load,
Press in ‘tis Eternal Day—
There is rest for the weary ones at last
Where never a tear is shed;
There’s rest when the journey of life is past
Among the silent dead.
All paths meet here, tho’ wide they roam,
Here is the place of rest,
And all sleep well the sleep of death,
Like babe on mother’s breast.
Thank God for the Gospel’s joyful sound,
Thank Him for a prophet’s voice;
That tells of a world where the lost are found,
Where dwell the loved of his choice.
Its golden spires are glittering high,
Its music is wafting low;
“Come to Me, come to me, ye weary of earth
For I have loved you so.”
“I have made you a home of Jasper stones,
And hung its walls with gold”—
Then the love of the great Eternal One,
Will your trembling forms enfold.
“A gorgeous home I have made for you,
In this glittering world on high,
Your loved ones are waiting to welcome you
Come, come, they are drawing nigh.
Here the sun does not darken at close of day,
Here the breezes are coy and sweet”—
And the love of the Father is over all
For here the loved ones meet.
Then heart be thou still, cry out no more!
Thy jewels are shining there,
In gladness they tread the golden streets,
And offer for thee a prayer.
Now hark! Through the gathering gloom
Hear the angel voices tell,
“Daughter arise, thy cross take up,
With thy loved ones all is well.”
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“The Last Letter”
‘Tis evening; over the noise of battle,
Throgh high among the crags the sounds still
rattle,
Spion Kop is taken, proud the English feel,
Though many tears are failing, where soldiers
kneel
Over prostrate form, of a comrade slain,
Who will hear the bugle call never again.
Deep groans from the wounded, lying in their
gore,
Some in anguish crying, some their God implore.
The ambulance is waiting, carry them there,
Lift them so tenderly, ‘tis a mother’s prayer;
Smooth the curling hair from foreheads damp and
cold
For the glazing eyes no morrow will behold,
Lying on a pallet overwrought with pain,
‘Mong the scenes of childhood, mem’ry plays
again,
Mother is standing close by the open door,
With the radiant smile the dear face always
wore.
“Write, write,” criest the voice, growing more
faint and weak.
“Tell her the loving words, I shall never speak;
Pray I, for forgivness—God’s blessings on her
I loved her though I wounded—how my eyes blur!
On her breast I’m lying, soft she smoths my
hair,
And I hear the music of her evening prayer;
What a drowsy feeling, now to rest I go,
Her kisses on my forehead, that thrill me so.
“‘I think when I read that sweet story of old.’
Yes these are the words: why blows the wind so
cold?
‘I wish that his hands had been placed on my
head,’
Hers so softly I feel there, in Christ’s own stead.
List! I hear her singing, as the angels do,
The sound floating far away, where the skies are
blue.
The dear old home seems heaven, peace everywhere,
Father gently nodding, in his old arm chair.
“No, I’m never coming home, but she’ll come to
me,
And tell her I will meet her by the Silver Sea.
O, how cold the river, and how dark the way,
And you look so strangely, and so far away.”
Now the letter is written, and all is o’er,

No sorrow nor anguish, will his heart know more;
Other mothers are weeping all o’er the land,
Moans of anguish are heard in each broken band,
Spion Kop is taken, vict’ry to the strong,
The Tugela unmoved, slowly glides along;
The ripples on its bosom, tell no sad tales,
But the wash on its banks sounds like human
wails.
Yonder the mountains tall, stern silence keep,
High on their rugged sides, the wild flowers sleep;
The murm’ing winds tumultous voices are,
Echoing again the sounds that came from far.
The mountain was bought with blood and carnage, too,
The dangers of the winding pass no one knew;
Inglorious on the morrow ‘tis left again,
Retreating backward to the rolling plain,
And this glory, this a battle won,
What wonder that in darkness was veiled the sun;
Or that chilly night winds, sigh a requium,
Or that stars are blinking above the battle’s din.
God hear the widow’s cry! chain the demon war,
Halt the sad procession of the fun’ral car;
Charge blood up to the nations who Thee despise,
And never heed thy counsel, though good and
wise.
Bare thy arm in fury, for the weak proclaim,
Trodden under the foot of man, among the slain,
May death and wrong be vanquished, and tyrant’s
power,
Soon the cry go forth, “‘Tis my scourging hour.”

Lilies and Violets
Lilies of the Valley o’er a grave I see,
Droop their dainty heads in loving sympathy,
And meck-eyed violets, breathing patience, trust,
Shed fragrance on the air, ‘bove the sleeping dust.
Crocuses and hyacinths peep through the earth,
Heralding the Springtime’s near approaching birth.
The world’s hum and bustle, seems far, far away,
Falls the solemn stillness of a Sabbath day.
A mother bends in tears, o’er the lowly bed,
While her first-born sleeps, ‘mong the uncounted
dead;
Tenderly her hand twine flowers ‘mid the leaves,
Touching them so gently, while her spirit grieves.
Again she feels baby hands, close round her
pressed,
Kisses the tiny head, laid upon her breast;
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But, O, ‘tis past and ‘mid the quivering pain,
The sad refrain is ringing, “never again.”
The wind blows piercing cold, storm-clouds overhead,
And the morning’s sunshine, suddenly has fled;
The sea moans in the distance, beautiful sea,
That soothed him to sleep in smiling infancy.
The years roll backward, though to manhood he
grew,
The past seems the present, and the years but
few.
Death, how like the sea, hides other lands so fair,
That none e’er may know, till they cross over there.
So leave him with his God, He doeth all things
well,
Giveth His beloved rest, where angels dwell.
Unto the mourning heart, whispers words of
peace,
That from the fret of life, bring a sweet release;
Though the chain is broken, golden chain of love,
Yet affection’s tendrils reach far up above;
Clinging around the loved, on the unknown shore,
Where they dwell with Him, in bliss forever more.
Birds are sweetly trilling ‘mong the sighing trees,
Songs of exultation, bringing sad hearts ease.

“Love Is Sanctified”
Sighing for a little love,
Life’s grey to turn to blue;
Pleading for a little sign,
To tell that thou art true.
So, I gaze upon the stars,
That glitter in the night,
Wand’ring if appeals to thee,
Their radiance soft and bright.
Yearning for a fuller life,
Unchanging life of love;
Fills my heart with strongest pain—
If flutters like a dove—
Worlds must be where dark clouds ne’er
Blot out the rays of light,
Longing O, my soul art thou
To gaze upon the sight.
Know I this the world is fair,
But there is much of pain;
Spirit love, O, faith inspire,
Sing though no sad refrain!
True thou art, I doubt thee not,
‘Twas but a passing sigh;

Ever love is sanctified,
When faith binds fast the tie.

“Mary V. Young”
As stately and fair as the lilies in bloom,
When on the soft air they breathe sweet perfume
With heart true and tender, yet not understood—
How refreshing the flowers that bloom in the
wood!
Like violets, hid far away from the sight,
Deep under green leaves removed from the light,
Yet rare in their beauty as Summer’s full moon
That throws her effulgence o’er the roses of June
How high o’er the world in serenest repose,
Sail the moon and the clouds when the night wind
blows!
Whence is their course, how appointed to them?
So far, far away from the boundaries of men.
Not understood in magnificence they shine,
Their author and rulers, the Grand and Sublime.
And so among men even those whom we love,
To our hearts are unknown, like the stars up
above.
Down deep in the soul from the world all hidden
A tender love is living unselfish, unbidden;
By the careless and thoughtless it never is seen—
Rare paintings and pictures with the false hung
between.
So beautiful was Mary, who dies long ago,
And was laid in the earth far under the snow;
Only known to the few, but by them held so dear,
That over her bier fell affection’s sad tear.
On a stone white and cold, close by the City’s din
Read the simple story”O what might have been!”
The past discloses sadness and a share of pain,
A life not understood, though of pure and holy
aim.
When shall we meet, again no more to sever!
Friends that ne’er forget loving on forever?—
The grave can bring no change, but a perfect
day,
Awaits the ransomed spirit unfettered by its clay.

“Moanings”
Be still my heart! ye flutterings cease,
And calmly wait the dawn of peace!
Rude winds have roughly swept thy strings—
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In minor chords it wailing sings.
The sea of life is raging, wild surges roll!
Dark sorrow’s wave engulfs my soul,
But softly borne o’er the water’s foam
Hear the wistful sign “ ‘Tis not thy home.”
Moaning it falls on the listening ear;
Floats high then low o’er the water drear;
But clearer it sounds when the wind’s wild roar
Blows the music near from the far off shore.
Arise my soul and spread thy weary wings!
For hope a lu’laby sweetly sings;
Like a light, it beckons o’er the stormy sea,
And whispers so softly “Come to me, come to me.”
If all days were sunny, the sunsets all fair,
Then never another’s woe would we share;
If heartarches an crosses we never had borne,
Had never our bosoms been pierced with a thorne,
Then never the love that the Master has given,
Would grow in our lives to draw us to heaven;
If never a wanderer far o’er the sea’s foam,
Then never we’d know of the pleasures of home.
“Come to me, come to me” is stil [sic] whispered
low—
O cling to thy Lord though many tears flow;
Still hoping and striving whatever betide,
Till the fair shore is reached where the angels
abide.

“One Year Ago”
I.
“Come spend with me this happy day,
For I’m again a bride;
And through the changing scenes of life
We still stand side by side;
We still clasp hands as long ago,
When youthful dreams were ours
And Life seemed one long holiday,
To spent ‘mid leafy bowers.
Come, come my friends who love me,
Come comrades of the Past,
And spend with me this joyous day,
For O, it chance may be the last,
For backwards as I gaze and think
I see the road is long,
Since sixty years ago today,
“We pledged our vows ‘mid solemn song.”

II
Yes it was a gladsome scene,
to see you dear, a happy bride.
A youthful look upon your face,
Your bridegroom by your side;
The frosts of Time had lightly touched,
Your hands that were so fair,
But threads of gray were braided in,
Among your once dark hair,
Proud sons and daughters stood around,
Your earthly bliss to crown,
And deeper were your joys that day,
Than when your hair was brown.
III.
“One year Ago!” All things are changed,
Though my bridal day again has come;
For o’er Life’s portal you have crossed,
And I sit today alone.
I reach my hand to yours, my love,
As I did a year ago,
But I cannot feel your answering clasp,
That always thrilled me so,
No, you are gone and I am left,
Ah, it were better so,
The groom must fit the wedding nest,
For his loving bride to go.
And so I wait the wedding feast,
As in the Long Ago,
When we pledged our lives forever,
Though ages come and go.
And I am still your loving bride.
Though you so weary grown,
Are resting now on the hillside
Beneath a gray white stone.
IV
But our wedding day will come again,
Never more to wane;
And soon your hand will close o’er mine,
To never part again.
I hear the song-birds singing
Among the leafy bowers,
And a fragrance rare fills the balmy air,
From the many dainty flowers.
It is our garden plot of “Home,”
Where you by the wicket gate,
Keep watch for the loved who tarry long—
For the evening growth late.
Again I come a youthful bride,
To the kingdom you have made for me,
And see! I bring our children too, dear,
To keep through all eternity.
A tender thought of my friend,
Mrs. M. Isabella Horne.
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“On the U. S. M. Steamer”
I.
Sailing, sailing over the sea so blue,
Away from fair America, the land we love so
true.
Our ship’s the brave St. Paul, renowned in Spanish
strife,
Bound o’er the rippling waters filled with human
life.
Cannons belched their murderous fires, through
her railings white,
And twice the Spanish chased her, yet she gained
the fight;
And once she carried home a host of heroes dead—
Hundreds sleeping on her decks, Death’s mantle
o’er them spread;
True to her trust she proved, and brought them
home to lie,
Near their cherished homes, ‘neath Columbia’s fair
sky.
And many died as heroes die, while on the homeward way,
And o’er her side were cast to sleep, until the Resurrection Day.
The ship that carried hundreds dead, unto their
native land,
Gave to the ways their precious dust—they nothing more could stand.
II.
And she escaped the Spanish foe, winning in the
fight,
Triumphant left them far behind in the closing
night.
Now she salis in peace—murderous war is o’er
And carries sons and daughters back to some
fair, foreign shore;
Hearts beat fast to view again, the spot that gave
them birth,
But O, so sad for e’en awhile to leave behind the
best loved spot of earth!
Songs floating o’er the waters, with the violin’s
sweet voice,
And the waves so smoothly rippling, in the melodies rejoice,
And lightly feet trip now, where once the warriors
lay,
The spot speaks volumes yet, to those who live today.
And once a daughter true, weighted down with
years,
Was coming home again, her loved to meet with
happy tears;

But Death again came on the ship, only a day
from shore,
And closed her weary eyelids down, to beam on
earth no more.
III.
The night was dark and murky, her loved ones
wept aloud,
With a cruel iron at hre side, and canvas for a
shroud,
She finds a grave deep in the sea, just in sight of
home,
Hearts beat for them in sympathy, uttering many
a moan.
Died in sight of home, buried beneath the restless
sea,
The dear old eyes can weep no more, but greet
with joy Eternity.
The eleon waves wail her requiem, the song the
others sing,
That sleep beneath the briny deep, that ever moanings bring,
Moan, moan, will their moanings never cease,
never die?
Must hearts be always breaking, beneath a sullen
sky?
No ! God will say some day, “Come from the sea
ye dead;
O sea, give up thy treasures, hidden in thy bed,
Where diamonds gleam and glitter amid their
floating hair,
Come forth and view again, Nature’s face so
fair.”
IV.
And the Sexton of the sea, must bring his treasures
forth
That in his bosom, close hath lain, those of care
and worth.
The sun sets blazing bright as gold, where sky
and waters meet,
A highway on the waters, no mortal foot can
tread,
A glory hanging in the sky, now darkening overhead.
And then the Night her curtain draws, leaving
out the light,
That sinks beneath the waves, away from distant
sight,
Save where reflected in the sky, are bars of shaded
gold,
Ascending like the ladder, seen by the one of
old.
Yet clear the steps seem more defined, reaching to
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the sky,
On these rounds do angels come, when we are
called to die?
Bearing the spirit now, released to the home of
love,
To where the many mansions glisten up above?

O, tell ye of Moroni, on pedestal so high,
Who scans the Eastern mountains, with steady,
watchful eye.
His golden trumpet blazing as ‘twould the Gospel tell,
And shout the glorious tiding, say to the world
“‘tis well.”

V.
But night has come, dark clouds hang low
around,
Mid the whispering of the waves, and the puffing
steamer’s sound,
Now the last day faintly beams in the brightening
sky,
And now to many friends we’ve won, a last, a
long good bye.
This as a world has been to us, gathered from
every part,
But now Good Bye, our paths in life must grow
apart,
And ne’er again may clasp of hand, greet us on
Life’s way.
Our lives have met, our paths crossed o’er, we
part again today,
So now good bye, like other days this last day cannot stay.
St. Paul so famed in days of old, Christ’s disciple
firm and true,
Oft to our minds a thought has come, of work
performed by you.
Your glory gathers day by day, the world your
force and power prize,
Your words and sayings lauded now, even to the
skies.
We think of how you proudly stood, before the
Roman cold and proud,
And Christ your Lord defended, in voice severe
and loud.
And our St. Paul’s been faithful, too, bringing us
safely o’er,
Today we greet with thankful hearts, fair England’s welcome shore.

“Temple Block Missionaries”
Ye called of God to labor, at Zion’s open gate
Where grand the Temple rises, in solemn, silent
state;
Ye that are called and chosen, His messengers to
be.
And kindly greet the stranger, who comes to Zion
see.

He lived of old, Moroni, of white men was the
last.
He saw his people slaughtered, destruction unsurpassed;
Their blood flowed e’en as rivers, upon the dark’ning plain,
The red man was the victor, the disobedient
slain.
O, thou wast called Moroni, thou prophet last and
great,
To hide away the records, that should God’s time
await;
To come to all the nations, lo ! from Cumorah’s
hill,
Where on the plain died myriads, to prophecies fulfill.
And he restored the record, to Joseph Smith the
boy,
And showed where it was hidden, the means he
should employ,
To bring it forth in fullness, when God’s own time
should be,
To bind the past and present, unveil futurity.
O, welcome, stranger, welcome, the Gospel here is
free,
Here, too, are Zion’s wonders, that prove to you
and me
That God speaks now as ever, and prophets as of
yore
Are sent with heavens message, to be withdrawn
no more.
Right welcome are you, stranger, all kindness you’ll
be shown.
And those within our portals, of other creeds or
none,
Right royally be treated, for love alone is ours,
The love by Jesus given, e’en in His bitt’rest
hours.
O, Father, let the Gospel, Thou hast restored
again,
Speak thus to all the strangers, that we may entertain.
Accept Thy holy servants, who minister for Thee,
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And grant Thy Holy Spirit, to ever with them be.
Mayhap the Lord, a stranger, ere long may come
this way.
No more within the manger, will He an infant
lay;
Oh ! if we only knew Him, we’d open wide the
gate,
And though the crowds were thronging, we
ne’er would bid Him “wait.”
Mayhap an angel coming, on Mercy’s errand
bent,
Will find a welcome ent’ring, where others oft are
sent.
So, unawares, not knowing, the Lord in gentle
guise,
May come within our portals, unseen by great and
wise.
And angels may be treading, our walks ‘mid flowers rare
And from the Temple gazing, declare “the scene
is fair.”
Then e’er be watching, doing, the Lord you may
discern,
Your hearts unfold the secret, by sudden fiercest
burn.
And then before you glorious, the Lord revealed
may stand,
The stranger you are clasping so warmly by the
hand,
Then other strangers passing are seen in raiment
fair,
Lo ! angels coming, going, attendant everywhere.

“Thirteen Today”
Good wishes for thy birthday !
God’s blessing from above
Rest on thee, May, my baby,
Till birthdays dawn above.
Good bye to play and dollies,
A maiden now art thou;
O, shun all earthly follies,
‘Twine wisdom on thy brow.
At Jesus’ feet sit lowly,
How blessed there to be !—
So graceful droops the lilly—
O, love, so may’st thou be.

“Thoughts: On the Death of Ellen C. Clawson”
SING, dear one sing, and shout for very joy!
In the world above the stars, where strife cannot
annoy;
The incense from this lower world, of work so
nobly done,
Will rise and bless thee ever, while countless
ages come.
Thy heart so full of heavenly joy, shall now be
satisfied;
And in his presence thou wilt bask, who for us
bled and died;
And tho’ we drop the tear of love, and sigh that
thou are gone,
Yet joy is bubbling uppermost, that thou a crown
hast won.
I think of how you humbly stood, and of the
Master spoke,—
The echoes in the listeners’ ears, such rapturous
strains awoke!—
The light of angels, hovering near, thy trembling
form embraced,
And “Well beloved of the Lord,” was on each
feature traced.
Forget thee? No! Though all thy friends again
may meet;
We’ll miss thy saintly face, thy presence calm
and sweet;
And a sigh of love will rise, from every faithful
heart,
And a tear of sweet remembrance, from saddened
eyes will start.
But O, for thee a glorious day has been revealed
to view;
Where Cherubim and Seraphim, and other
glories new.
Will greet they stately entrance, where all the
Saints will meet,
As the fragrance rare of flowers most fair, arise
beneath thy feet.
“Well done!” Come where the rippling waters
softly flow along.
Where on the ambient air, in triumph sounds the
victor’s song;
And hear the blessed music, thy heart has
yearned to know,
While wandering thro’ the darkness, that besets
us here below.
Faithful unto death! Thy Covenant vows unbroke;
And singing in thy heart the song the Gospel
sound awoke.
O, who would shrink the burden, when the crown
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is sure to come,
‘Who bears the cross, will wear the crown,” the
prophets all have sung.
And peace doth come when the journey’s o’er;—
The warrior must not rest when the battle is before!—
But when the victory’s won, the ease is sure to
come;
As a well of lasting pleasure are the welcome
words “Well done.”
So, tolling bells ring out a joyous sound!
And tell the gathered Saints who weeping stand
around,
‘Tis well with her, though the world is closed to
view.
For she has fought the fight, to God has proven
true.
Brave hearts, true hearts, who walk the way in
tears,
And only trace the journey by the slowly changing years,
Be comforted! though strife and sorrow too, be
rife;
Hear thro’ the gloom and darkness, “I am the
Resurrection and the Life.”
Dear one adieu! adieu! But O, ‘twill not be long,
‘Till we who mourn thee now, must learn the
changing song;
For fairer in the East dawns the Resurrection
morn—
The grave will yield its sleepers up, and of its
power be shorn.
Then in thy snowy robes gems sparkling on thy
brow,—
The Past beneath thy feet, and only pleasure
now,—
Wilt in thy shining mansion, that ever will be
home,
Throw open wide the portals, and bid thy loved
ones “Come.”
“Thy Will Be Done”
‘Tis true in life we oft must yearn—
Wail o’er an infant’s empty cot;
Some go away that ne’er return.
But O, the home is ne’er forgot.
We weep when God our loved one calls,
‘Mid falling tears we yield him up;
We tremble when the cold sod falls
And we must drink the bitter cup.
Some at the altar we must leave,
Yield unto man the love we prize;
And pray they ne’er may rue or grieve,

While tears that blister fill our eyes.
Why cannot we be more content—
Our God gave, He may take away;
Disguised sometimes are blessings sent,
O say “Thy will be done” alway.

“A True Friend”
Not alone when Summer breezes
O’er the meadows and the glen,
Softly fan the verdant grasses,
Art thou a true friend to me;
But when Winter dark and drear
Hast cast on nature’s face a gloom,
Then though icy blows the air,
The flowers of friendship bloom.
Not alone when sunshine gleams
Brightly on my path of life,
Bringing health, and joy and pleasure,
With no thought of care or strife;
But when angry clouds of trouble
Dark and heavy—without end,
Chase each other o’er my pathway
Thou art still my faithful friend.
Not alone when stares are beaming,
Softly o’er the grassy plain,
Shedding rare and sweet effulgence,
Bringing back my youth again.
But when night all dark and stormy,
And in doubt e’en prayers ascent,
In my soul I feel assurance
That thou art indeed my friend.
Not alone when hope in freshness,
Lingers bright around my way,
Whispering of a pre-existence
Far beyond—in realms of day;
But when sorrows dark and threatening
Crush my heart—O, Heaven defend—
Be thou strong in holy friendship,
Ever true till time shall end.

“Unfinished”
“Left unfinished by the author’s death,”
So I read the other day;
Left unfinished, the author gone,
There was nothing more to say.
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The story was left unfinished,
Though the author’s work was done;
And what he had in his busy brain,
Not known to any one.
Was he ready, will, or glad?
His writing was all put aside,
And never another can finish it,
Though ever so hard, he tried.
“Left unfinished,” what a tale this tells!
His character left standing alone;
And all because the author’s work
Was at that moment done.
Thoughts many and varying rise;
Shall we finish our story in life?
Will our writings be ended and done,
Nor left where wondering is rite?
“Left unfinished” the author gone,
Can ever another’s pen,
Trace his thoughts and tell us
What the end might have been.
Nay! into the Great Beyond,
The author has journeyed on;
And heart and brain are resting,
While the story is left undone.
I wonder how many yet living,
Will have written on the page,
“Left unfinished by the author’s death,”
On receipt of the dread message.
There is something pathetic about it,
Sadly I ponder it o’er;
It tells of hopes dead, and untasted joys,
And now he can write no more.
Let us swiftly pick up the last stiches,
And make our lives complete;
That it may not be said “Unfinished,”
When we go our record to meet.

“Wedding Bells”
Again the wedding bells are ringing
Like low toned voices joyous, singing ;–
Snow white flowers they now are bringing,
To deck the fair and stately bride,
Who so sweetly, now is standing
By her dark eyed husband’s side.

Joyous, happy wedding bells!
How much of joy your clanging tells,
While on the air your music swells;
How true is Love, how sweet is Joy!
How pure the heart where these abound
Though care must be the need alloy.
Life joined to life ! fast hand in hand,
Wander on through summer’s fairy land,
By soft sweet breezes gently fann’d,
While the stream of Time flows gently on;
By its sloping banks gleams the golden sand,
Kissed by the rays of the noonday sun.
Stand firm together ! fierce storms may come;
From loved one’s side O, never roam!
List to the river’s gentle moan!
Onward, onward tho’ change be near;
Be true to love that gently binds,
Though leaves grow yellow, old and sere.
Now lowly at the Altar bending,
Where vows eternal are ascending,
While prayers from loving hearts are wending.
Up to the Majesty on high.
Keep them safe O, Heavenly Father,
Let Thy scourges pass them by.
High noon rolls on a pace,
And on the dial now we trace,
The hour upon its clear-cut face.
The vows are uttered that forever.
Link heart to heart, and life to life,
On earth no more to change or sever.
How grand the Temple and the Vow,
In reverence deep each heart doth bow;
Earthly cares are faded now;
And Peace with white and fluttering wings
Falls on the group assembled there
So far above frail, earthly things.
So solemn bells ring’out the sound !
The love of God doth here abound;
Like burnished gold gleams all around.
Slow from the alter rise the pair,
Who thus have pledged before their God
Each joy and ill of life to share.
Prayer and blessings go together;
In both fair and stormy weather;
Cling to God never sever,
Though the trial and the cross
Doth crush the heart where now is joy:
‘Tis only seeming earthly loss.
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“No cross, no crown.” Be this thy prayer,
“O, Father give Thy love to share
My heart before Thee now I bare;
O, lead me safe thro’ every storm,
O, never leave me or forsake
But hold me in Thy love so warm.”
Soon wedding bells will ring again,
The Savior come on earth to reign,
To banish sin and Death and pain,
And Wipe the tears from every face,
The Wedding Supper will be spread,
May you my darlings share a place.
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APPENDIX 2: SELECTED SUFFRAGE SPEECHES OF LYDIA ALDER
Lydia gave the following speech at a Territorial Suffrage Meeting in February 1889:
The hand that rocks the cradle is the hand that rules the world.” This sentiment was written long
ago; but it is just as true to-day as it was then. It has from time immemorial been conceded that
the home (that dearest spot on earth) is the woman’s kingdom. And many women there are, even
to-day, who desire no other sphere. History shows that adown all the ages the mother who rocks
the cradle and carefully raises her sons, has through them ruled the world. But shall not our
daughters be taught also, and have just as many privileges as our sons? Most assuredly. We can
look around us and see many of our sisters who have to struggle with the hard realities of life.
Some of them are widows, some of them chose never to marry. They own property, either much
or little, on which they must pay taxes for the support of the government, both local and general.
Yet they must never have a voice in the choice of that government’s servants. Woman suffrage is
a live question before all thinking minds and many nations to-day. Think for a moment of the
prospect confronting our own government welcoming as it does the down-trodden and oppressed
of every clime to its shores. This emigration brings many who are utterly ignorant of the first true
principles of government. Scheming politicians can buy this vote, also the average negro vote,
for a very small sum of money. This has conduced to much of the corruption existing to-day.
You can see that when woman gains the ballot, and we regain our ballot, her vote, given
intelligently and wisely, will offset the vote of ignorance and fraud. God speed the day.309
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Lydia gave the following speech at a Woman’s Suffrage Meeting at the W. S. A’s Ogden
branch in June 1889:
The advancement and education of woman is one of the main topics of thought and conversation
among the thinkers of to-day. As women, we have our family ties, our home duties, and so many
cares upon us, which make us very weary. It has been said,
“Man’s work, is from sun till sun;
Woman’s work is never done.”
We, most of us, realize this truism; but, my sisters, though we have this upon us, we need
not let our thoughts stay with the menial offices of life.
While we are in the kitchen, while we ply the needle, our thoughts can soar as high as
heaven; and we can study upon, and even think out a subject that engages our interest. To us as
mothers, is entrusted the well-being (or the opposite,) of immortal souls. Beings who are destined
to live forever. Can this be successfully done by the mere care of the bodily wants? Must we not
think of the culture and the advancement of the mind, the undying intelligence within us? It is
not for the sake of voting only, that so many noble women such as Mrs. Colby, Mrs. Stanton,
Susan B. Anthony, Mary Livermore and others have toiled a life time.
A propos of the fact of possessing the ballot is the power it confers. Women are naturally
pure, noble minded, and would therefore vote for men who are also noble minded, to enforce its
laws. In fact, the laws should be made by good men then they would be good also. Women
should take more interest in the politics of the day. I know that men say that politics is a dirty
puddle in which pure woman should never dabble. We certainly could not make the puddle more
muddy than it now is; and I believe it would be cleansed of much of its corruption, by the wise
use woman would make of her influence.
How shall we become companions to our husbands and sons if we cannot be interested in
what so interests them?
A very dear friend of mine, who has long been a staunch suffragist, told me of an incident
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which occurred in the life of a friend of hers. He was a well informed, intelligent, and highly
educated man; his wife was equal to him in all these attainments. They lived happily as
companions for many years. In the course of time he was sent as a government minister to
France; as they had children he thought it would be best for her to stay and take care of the
family, and of their beautiful home on the Hudson. The husband, of course, in the line of his
duties, met and conversed with intelligent men of many nations upon the topics of the day,
government, law, and all the thousand questions that interest a man in that position. The loving
wife living quietly in her home on the Hudson, kept him informed of the welfare of the children,
the home and surroundings. When he returned at the end of two years he found that his thoughts
no longer interested his wife; he tried to tell her of the many experiences he had, the momentous
questions which had been before him, and the cares which had weighed upon his mind; but she
could not be interested; her thoughts were narrowed down by the home, while his encompassed
the events of the world. It grieved him to find that they were no longer companions; and in
speaking of it to her, he said he had made the mistake of his life in not taking his wife with him.
We can take this incident and many that we see around us, and shape our lives
accordingly.
There is a new era dawning for women all over the world; and it behooves us, here in
Utah, where we have been disfranchised, to be up and doing; and be prepared for the better day,
which is not far distant.310
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